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Abstract
This article presents a measurement of the top quark mass using the CDF II detector at Fermilab.
√
Colliding beams of protons and anti-protons at Fermilab’s Tevatron ( s = 1.96 TeV) produce
top/anti-top pairs, which decay to W + W − bb̄; events are selected where one W decays to hadrons,
and the other W decays to either e or µ plus a neutrino. The data sample corresponds to an
integrated luminosity of approximately 318 pb−1 . A total of 165 tt̄ events are separated into
four subsamples based on jet transverse energy thresholds and the number of b jets identified by
reconstructing a displaced vertex. In each event, the reconstructed top quark invariant mass is
determined by minimizing a χ2 for the overconstrained kinematic system. At the same time, the
mass of the hadronically decaying W boson is measured in the same event sample. The observed
W boson mass provides an in situ improvement in the determination of the hadronic jet energy
scale, JES. A simultaneous likelihood fit of the reconstructed top quark masses and the W boson
invariant masses in the data sample to distributions from simulated signal and background events
+3.9
2
2
gives a top quark mass of 173.5 +3.7
−3.6 (stat. + JES) ± 1.3 (other syst.) GeV/c , or 173.5 −3.8 GeV/c .

PACS numbers: 13.85Ni, 13.85Qk, 14.65Ha
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The top quark is the heaviest observed elementary particle, with a mass roughly 40 times
larger than the mass of the b quark. This property of the top quark produces large contributions to electroweak radiative corrections, making more accurate measurements of the top
quark mass important for precision tests of the standard model and providing tighter constraints on the mass of the putative Higgs particle. The near-unity Yukawa coupling of the
top quark also hints at a role for the particle in electroweak symmetry breaking. Improved
measurements of the top quark mass are key not only for completing our current description
of particle physics, but also for understanding possible physics beyond the standard model.
The top quark was first observed in 1995 during the first run of the Fermilab Tevatron,
by CDF [1] and DØ [2]. By the end of Run I, the combined measurement of the top quark
mass was 178.0 ± 4.3 GeV/c2 [3] using 100–125 pb−1 of data per experiment. This article
reports a measurement of the top quark mass in the lepton + jets decay channel using the
upgraded CDF II detector at Fermilab, with 318 pb−1 of pp̄ data collected between February
2002 and August 2004. A brief overview of the analysis is as follows.
We scrutinize the data for events where a tt̄ pair has been produced and has decayed
to two W bosons and two b quarks, where subsequently one W boson decayed to two
quarks, and the other W boson decayed to an electron or muon and a neutrino. Thus we
look for a high-energy electron or muon, momentum imbalance in the detector representing
the neutrino, two jets of particles corresponding to the b quarks, and two additional jets
corresponding to the hadronic W decay.
Our measurement uses an observable that is strongly correlated with the top quark pole
mass, namely the reconstructed top quark mass. This quantity is determined for each event
by minimizing a χ2 function in a kinematic fit to a tt̄ final state [4]. In this fit, we apply
energy and momentum conservation, constrain both sets of W decay daughters to have the
invariant mass of the W boson, and constrain both W b states to have the same mass. The
mass reconstruction is complicated by an ambiguity as to which jet represents each quark
in the final state. However, since the above procedure yields an overconstrained system, we
can choose which jet to assign to each quark based on the fit quality. In addition, some jets
are experimentally identified as arising from b quarks by utilizing the relatively long lifetime
of the b quark, reducing the number of allowed jet-quark assignments.
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The method we use to measure the top quark mass is similar in concept to an analysis
performed at CDF using data from Run I [5]. We compare the distribution of the reconstructed mass from events in the data with the distributions derived from events simulated
at various values of the top quark mass. We also simulate events from the expected background processes. Our measured value is the top quark mass for which the simulated events,
when combined with the background, best describe the distribution in the data. We improve
the power of the method by separating the events into four subsamples that have different
background contamination and different sensitivity to the top quark mass.
An important uncertainty in top mass measurements arises from the uncertainty in the
jet energy scale, particularly for the two jets from b quarks that are direct decay products
of the top quarks. To reduce this uncertainty, we have developed a technique exploiting the
fact that the daughters of the hadronically decaying W boson should form an invariant mass
consistent with the precisely known W boson mass. We constrain the jet energy scale by
comparing the distribution of observed dijet invariant mass for candidate W boson daughter
jets with simulated distributions assuming various shifts in the jet energy scale with respect
to our nominal scale. We show that this improves the jet energy scale information and is
largely independent of the top quark mass. Furthermore, since this information applies in
large part to b jets as well, it can be used to significantly reduce the uncertainties in the
overall top quark mass measurement. A measurement of the top quark mass without this
additional information gives consistent results, albeit with larger overall uncertainties.
A brief outline of this article is as follows: In Section II, we describe the CDF II detector
used for the analysis and our event selection for tt̄ candidates in the lepton + jets channel,
and give background estimates. Section III explains the corrections we make to the jets
measured in our detector, as well as the systematics associated with these corrections that
dominate top quark mass measurements. Also described in this section is how we reduce
these systematics using the W dijet mass. The machinery for reconstructing distributions
of top quark masses and dijet masses is explained in Section IV, and our method for fitting
these distributions is described in Section V. Section VI gives the results of fits to the data,
as well as cross-checks for our measurement. The remaining systematics are detailed in
Section VII, and we conclude in Section VIII.
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II.

DETECTOR, BACKGROUNDS, AND EVENT SELECTION

This section begins with an explanation of the tt̄ event signature along with a summary
of the background processes that can mimic it. The relevant parts of the CDF II detector
are briefly described, as well as the Monte Carlo generation and simulation procedures. The
event selection and the separation into disjoint subsamples are defined next. Finally, the
expected number of background events is discussed.

A.

Event Signature

In the standard model, the top quark decays with a very short lifetime (τ ≈ 4 × 10−25 s)
and with ∼100% branching ratio into a W boson and a b quark. The tt̄ event signature is
therefore determined by the decay products of the two W bosons, each of which can produce
two quarks or a charged lepton and a neutrino. This analysis considers events in the lepton
+ jets channel, where one W decays to quarks and the other W decays to eνe or µνµ . In
the following, “lepton” will refer exclusively to a candidate electron or muon. Thus, events
of interest to this measurement have an energetic e or µ, a neutrino, and four jets, two of
which are b jets. More jets may be present due to hard gluon radiation from an incoming
parton (initial state radiation, ISR) or from a final-state quark (final state radiation, FSR).
Events where a W boson decays to τ ντ can also enter the event sample when a secondary
electron or muon from the tau decay passes the lepton cuts—about 6% of identified tt̄ events
have this decay chain.
There are several non-tt̄ processes that have similar signatures and enter into the event
sample for this analysis. Events where a leptonically-decaying W boson is found in association with QCD production of at least four additional jets, sometimes including a bb̄ pair,
have the same signature and are an irreducible background. Singly-produced top quarks,
e.g. q q̄ → tb̄, with a leptonic W decay and additional jets produced via QCD radiation, also
have the same signature. Additional background events enter the sample when the tt̄ signature is faked. For example, a jet can fake an isolated lepton, albeit with small probability,
a neutrino can be mistakenly inferred when the missing energy in the event is mismeasured,
and a leptonically decaying Z boson can look like a W if one lepton goes undetected.
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FIG. 1: An elevation view of the CDF Run II detector. From the collision region outwards, CDF
consists of a silicon strip detector, a tracking drift chamber, an electromagnetic calorimeter, a
hadronic calorimeter, and muon chambers.
B.

Detector

The Collider Detector at Fermilab is a general-purpose detector observing pp̄ collisions at
Fermilab’s Tevatron. The detector geometry is cylindrical, with the z axis pointing along a
tangent to the Tevatron ring, in the direction of proton flight in the accelerator. Transverse
quantities such as ET and pT are magnitudes of projections into the plane perpendicular to
the z axis. The coordinates x, y, r, and φ are defined in this transverse plane, with the x
axis pointing outward from the accelerator ring, and the y axis pointing straight up. The
angle θ is the polar angle measured from the proton direction, and η = − ln(tan 2θ ) is the
pseudorapidity. When η is calculated using the reconstructed interaction point, it is referred
to as ηevt . Figure 1 shows an elevation view of the CDF detector. The relevant subdetectors
are described briefly below. A more complete description of the CDF Run II detector is
provided elsewhere [6].
The CDF tracking system is the first detector element crossed by a particle leaving the
interaction point in the central region. The silicon detectors [7] provide three-dimensional
position measurements with very good resolution for charged particles close to the interaction
11

region, allowing extrapolation of tracks back to the collision point and reconstruction of
secondary, displaced vertices. There are a total of 722,432 channels, with a typical strip pitch
of 55–65 µm for axial strips, 60–75 µm for 1.2o small-angle stereo strips, and 125–145 µm
for 90o stereo strips. The silicon detector is divided into three separate subdetectors. The
layer 00 (L00) is a single-sided layer of silicon mounted directly on the beampipe (made of
beryllium), at a radius of 1.4–1.6 cm, providing an axial measurement close to the collision
point. The SVXII detector is 90 cm long and contains 12 wedges in φ, each with 5 layers
of silicon at radii from 2.5 cm to 10.6 cm. One side of each layer contains strips oriented
in the axial direction, and the other side contains 90o stereo strips in three cases, and 1.2o
small-angle stereo strips in two cases. The Intermediate Silicon Layers (ISL) comprise three
additional layers of double-sided silicon at larger radii: at 22 cm for |η| < 1, and at 20 cm
and 28 cm for 1 < |η| < 2. Each layer of the ISL provides axial and small-angle stereo
measurements.
The Central Outer Tracker (COT) [8] measures particle locations over a large radial
distance, providing precise measurements of track curvature up to about |η| = 1. It is a
large open-cell drift chamber with 8 “superlayers” (4 axial and 4 with a 2o stereo angle),
each of which contains 12 wire layers, for a total of 96 layers. There are 30,240 wires in
total. The COT active volume is 310 cm in length and covers 43 cm to 132 cm in radius.
An axial magnetic field of 1.4 T is provided by a superconducting solenoid surrounding the
silicon detectors and central drift chamber.
Particle energies are measured using sampling calorimeters. The calorimeters are segmented into towers with projective geometry. The segmentation of the CDF calorimeters is
rather coarse, so that often several particles contribute to the energy measured in one tower.
In the central region, i.e. |η| < 1.1, the calorimeter is divided into wedges subtending 15o
in φ. Each wedge has ten towers, of roughly equal size in η, on each side of η = 0. The central
electromagnetic calorimeter (CEM) [9] contains alternating layers of lead and scintillator,
making 18 radiation lengths of material. The transverse energy resolution for high-energy
electrons and photons is

σ(ET )
ET

= √ 13.5%

ET [GeV]

⊕ 2%. Embedded in the CEM is a shower

maximum detector, the CES, which provides good position measurements of electromagnetic
showers at a depth of six radiation lengths and is used in electron identification. The
CES consists of wire proportional chambers with wires and cathode strips providing stereo
position information. The central hadronic calorimeter (CHA) and the end wall hadronic
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calorimeter (WHA) [10] are of similar construction, with alternating layers of steel and
scintillator (4.7 interaction lengths). The WHA fills a gap in the projective geometry between
the CHA and the plug calorimeter.
The calorimetry [11] in the end plugs (1 < |η| < 3.6) has a very complicated tower
geometry, but the 15o wedge pattern is respected. The plug electromagnetic calorimeter
(PEM) has lead absorber and scintillating tile read out with wavelength shifting fibers. An
electron traversing the PEM passes through 23.2 radiation lengths of material. The energy
resolution for high-energy electrons and photons is

σ(E)
E

= √14.4% ⊕0.7%. There is a shower
E[GeV]

maximum detector (PES), whose scintillating strips measure the position of electron and
photon showers. The plug hadronic calorimeter (PHA) has alternating layers of iron and
scintillating tile, for a total of 6.8 interaction lengths.
Muon identification is performed by banks of single-wire drift cells four layers deep. The
central muon detector (CMU) [12] is located directly behind the hadronic calorimeter in a
limited portion of the central region (|η| < 0.6). The central muon upgrade (CMP) adds
additional coverage in the central region and reduces background with an additional 60 cm of
steel shielding, corresponding to 2.4 interaction lengths at 90o . The central muon extension
(CMX) covers the region 0.6 < |η| < 1.0, and contains eight layers of drift tubes, with the
average muon passing through six.
A three-level trigger system is used to select interesting events to be recorded to tape at
∼ 75 Hz from the bunch crossing rate of 1.7 MHz. This analysis uses data from triggers
based on high-pT leptons, which come from the leptonically decaying W in the event. The
first two trigger levels perform limited reconstruction using dedicated hardware, including
the eXtremely Fast Tracker (XFT), which reconstructs tracks from the COT in the r-φ plane
with a momentum resolution of better than 2%pT [GeV/c] [13]. The electron trigger requires
a coincidence of an XFT track with an electromagnetic cluster in the central calorimeter,
while the muon trigger requires that an XFT track point toward a set of hits in the muon
chambers. The third level is a software trigger that performs full event reconstruction.
Electron and muon triggers at the third level require fully reconstructed objects as in the
event selection described below, but with looser criteria.
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C.

Monte Carlo Simulation

This analysis relies on the use of Monte Carlo (MC) event generation and detector simulation. Event generation is performed by herwig v6.505 [14] for tt̄ signal samples, and
herwig, pythia v6.216 [15], and alpgen v1.3 [16] for background and control samples.
A detailed description of the CDF detector is used in a simulation that tracks the interactions of particles in each subdetector and fills data banks whose format is the same as the
raw data [17]. The geant package [18] provides a good description of most interactions,
and detailed models are developed and tuned to describe other aspects (for example, the
COT ionization and drift properties) so that high-level quantities like tracking efficiency
and momentum resolution from the data can be reproduced. The calorimeter simulation is
performed using a parameterized shower simulation (gflash [19]) tuned to single particle
energy response and shower shapes from the data.

D.

Event Selection

A data sample enriched in tt̄ events in the lepton + jets channel is selected by looking
for events with an electron (muon) with ET > 20 GeV (pT > 20 GeV/c), missing transverse
energy 6ET > 20 GeV, at least three jets with ET > 15 GeV, and a fourth jet with ET >
8 GeV. This section describes the event selection in detail.
Selected events must contain exactly one well identified lepton candidate in events
recorded by the high-pT lepton triggers. The lepton candidate can be a central electron
(CEM), or a muon observed in the CMU and CMP detectors (CMUP) or a muon observed
in the CMX detector (CMX). The trigger efficiencies for leptons in the final sample are high,
∼ 96% for electrons and ∼ 90% for muons, and show negligible pT dependence.
Electrons are identified by a high-momentum track in the tracking detectors matched
with an energy cluster in the electromagnetic calorimeter with ET > 20 GeV. The rate of
photons and hadronic matter faking electrons is reduced by requiring the ratio of calorimeter
energy to track momentum to be no greater than 2 (unless pT > 50 GeV/c, in which case
this requirement is not imposed), and by requiring the ratio of hadronic to electromagnetic
energy in the calorimeter towers to be less than 0.055+0.00045·EEM . Isolated electrons from
W decays are preferentially selected over electrons from b or c quark semi-leptonic decays by
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requiring the additional calorimeter energy in a cone of ∆R =

p

2
∆φ2 + ∆ηevt
= 0.4 around

the cluster to be less than 10% of the cluster energy. Electrons are rejected if they come
from photon conversions to e+ e− pairs that have been explicitly reconstructed.
Muons are identified by a high-momentum track in the tracking detectors (pT >
20 GeV/c) matched with a set of hits in the muon chambers. The calorimeter towers
to which the track points must contain energy consistent with a minimum ionizing particle.
An isolation cut is imposed, requiring the total calorimeter energy in a cone of ∆R = 0.4
around the muon track (excluding the towers through which the muon passed) to be less
than 10% of the track momentum. Cosmic ray muons explicitly identified are rejected. A
complete description of electron and muon selection, including all additional cuts used, can
be found elsewhere [20].
A neutrino from the leptonic W boson decay is inferred when the observed momentum
in the transverse plane does not balance. The missing transverse energy, 6ET , is formed
by projecting each tower energy in the central, wall, and plug calorimeters into the plane
P
transverse to the beams and summing: 6ET = − k i ETi ni k, where ni is the unit vector in
the transverse plane that points to the ith calorimeter tower. The 6ET is corrected using the
muon track momentum when a muon is identified in the event. For clusters of towers that
have been identified as jets, we apply an additional correction to the 6ET due to different
detector response relative to the fiducial central region and due the effects of multiple pp̄
interactions. We require the 6ET to be at least 20 GeV.
Jets are identified by looking for clusters of energy in the calorimeter using a cone algorithm, jetclu, where the cone radius is ∆R = 0.4. Towers with ET > 1 GeV are used as a
seed for the jet search, then nearby towers are added to the clusters, out to the maximum
radius of 0.4. A final step of splitting and merging is performed such that a tower does
not contribute to more than one jet. More details about the jet clustering are available
elsewhere [21]. Jet energies are corrected for relative detector response and for multiple
interactions, as described in Section III A.
Jets can be identified as b jets using a displaced vertex tagging algorithm, which proceeds
as follows. The primary event vertex is identified using a fit to all prompt tracks in the
event and a beamline constraint. The beamline is defined as a linear fit to the collection
of primary vertices for particular running periods. The luminous region described by the
beamline has a width of approximately 30 µm in the transverse view and 29 cm in the z
15
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FIG. 2: The efficiency of the secondary vertex b-tagging algorithm is shown as a function of jet
ET for b jets in the central region of the detector (|η| < 1), where the tracking efficiency is high.
The shaded band gives the ±1 σ range for b-tagging efficiency. The curve is measured using a
combination of data and Monte Carlo simulated samples.

direction. Jets with ET > 15 GeV are checked for good-quality tracks with both COT and
silicon information. When a secondary vertex can be reconstructed from at least two of
those tracks, the signed distance between the primary and secondary vertices along the jet
direction in the plane transverse to the beams (L2D ) is calculated, along with its uncertainty
(σ(L2D )). If L2D /σ(L2D ) > 7.5, the jet is considered tagged. The per-jet efficiency for b jets
in the central region is shown as a function of jet ET in Fig. 2; the algorithm has an efficiency
of about 60% for tagging at least one b jet in a tt̄ event. More information concerning b
tagging is available elsewhere [22].
An additional b tagging algorithm is used only in a cross-check of this analysis, described
in Section VI C. The Jet Probability (JPB) tagger [23, 24] calculates the probability of
observing the r-φ impact parameters of the tracks in the jet with respect to the primary
interaction vertex, under the hypothesis that the jet does not arise from a heavy-flavor
quark. In the check described later, a jet is identified as a b jet if it has a JPB value less
than 5%. Since it uses much of the same information, the JPB tag efficiency is correlated
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with the displaced vertex tag efficiency.
We require at least four jets in the event with |η| < 2.0 in order to reconstruct the tt̄
system. In events with more than 4 jets, only the 4 jets with highest ET (the leading 4 jets)
are used in jet-quark assignments. The events are separated into four subsamples based
on the jet activity. These four categories of events are found to have different background
content and different shapes in the reconstruction of the top quark mass for signal events.
By treating the subsamples separately, the statistical power of the method is improved.
Double-tagged (2-tag) events have two b-tagged jets in the event. These events have low
background contamination, as well as excellent mass resolution, since the number of allowed
jet-quark assignments is small. In this category, we require three jets with ET > 15 GeV
and the fourth jet with ET > 8 GeV. Tight single-tagged (1-tag(T)) events have exactly one
b-tagged jet in the event, and all four jets with ET > 15 GeV. Loose single-tagged (1-tag(L))
events also have exactly one b tag, but the fourth jet has 8 GeV < ET < 15 GeV. These two
categories have good mass resolution, but 1-tag(L) events have a higher background content
than 1-tag(T) events. Finally, 0-tag events have no b tags, and thus a high background
contamination. To increase the signal to background ratio (S:B), a tighter ET cut is required:
all four jets must have ET > 21 GeV.
We find 165 tt̄ candidates in 318 pb−1 of data selected for good quality in all relevant
subdetectors. The jet selection requirements for each of the four event types are summarized
in Table I, which also lists the expected signal to background ratio and the number of each
event type found in the data. The expected S:B assumes a standard model top quark with
a mass of 178 GeV/c2 (the Run I world average) and a corresponding tt̄ theoretical cross
section of 6.1 pb. Since in the 0-tag category we do not have an independent background
estimate, no estimate of S:B is given; about 22 tt̄ events are expected.

E.

Background Estimation

Wherever possible, we obtain an estimate of the background contamination in each subsample that is nearly independent of the observed number of events in that subsample;
adding this information as a constraint in the likelihood fit a priori improves the result.
The amount and composition of the background contamination depends strongly on the
number of jets with b tags. In the double b-tagged sample, the background contribution
17

TABLE I: The selection requirements for the four types of events are given. The subsamples have
different background content and reconstructed mass shapes. The jet ET requirements apply to
the leading four jets in the event, but additional jets are permitted. Also shown are the number
of events observed in 318 pb−1 of data, and, for purposes of illustration, the expected signal to
background ratio (S:B) assuming a tt̄ cross section of 6.1 pb. The 0-tag sample category has no
independent background estimate.
Category

2-tag

1-tag(T)

1-tag(L)

0-tag

j1–j3

ET > 15

ET > 15

ET > 15

ET > 21

j4

ET > 8

ET > 15

15 > ET > 8

ET > 21

b-tagged jets

2

1

1

0

Expected S:B

10.6:1

3.7:1

1.1:1

N/A

Number of events

25

63

33

44

Jet ET
cuts (GeV)

is very small. In the single b-tagged sample, the dominant backgrounds are W + multijet
events and non-W QCD events where the primary lepton is not from a W decay. The W
+ multijet events contain either a heavy flavor jet or a light flavor jet mistagged as a heavy
flavor jet. In the events with no b tag, W + multijet production dominates, and the jets are
primarily light flavor since there are no b tags.
Table II gives estimates for the background composition in each tagged subsample. Note
that some of the estimates in Table II for the various background processes are correlated,
so the uncertainty on the total background is not simply the sum in quadrature of the
component uncertainties. The procedures for estimating each background type are described
in the following sections, and are detailed elsewhere [22].

1.

Non-W (QCD) background

For the non-W background (QCD multijet events), a data-driven technique estimates the
contribution to the signal sample. The sideband regions of the lepton isolation (> 0.2) vs
6ET (< 15 GeV) plane (after subtracting the expected tt̄ and W + multijet contributions)
are used to predict the number of QCD multijet events in the signal region, assuming no
correlation between the isolation and 6ET .
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TABLE II: The sources and expected numbers of background events in the three subsamples with
b tags.
Source

Expected Background
2-tag

1-tag(T)

1-tag(L)

Non-W (QCD)

0.31 ± 0.08

2.32 ± 0.50

2.04 ± 0.54

W bb̄+W cc̄+W c

1.12 ± 0.43

3.91 ± 1.23

6.81 ± 1.85

W + light jets

0.40 ± 0.08

3.22 ± 0.41

4.14 ± 0.53

W W/W Z

0.05 ± 0.01

0.45 ± 0.10

0.71 ± 0.13

Single top

0.008 ± 0.002

0.49 ± 0.09

0.60 ± 0.11

1.89 ± 0.52

10.4 ± 1.72

14.3 ± 2.45

Total

2.

W + multijet backgrounds

Simulated samples of W + multijet backgrounds are obtained using the alpgen generator, which produces multiple partons associated with a W boson using an exact leading
order matrix element calculation. The generator is interfaced with herwig to simulate parton showering and hadronization. alpgen describes the kinematics of events with high jet
multiplicity very well, but suffers from a large theoretical uncertainty in the normalization
due to the choice of Q2 scale and next-to-leading order (NLO) effects. Thus, the normalization for these backgrounds is taken from the data. The normalization for the W + multijet
background in the subsamples requiring b tags comes from the W + multijet events before
tagging, after subtracting the expected contributions for tt̄ and non-W processes. Due to
this procedure, the tagged background predictions are weakly coupled to the observed numbers of events in the tagged subsamples. Using the same procedure, the 0-tag background
estimate would be strongly coupled to the number of observed 0-tag events. In order to
avoid this correlation in the likelihood fit, no background constraint is used for the 0-tag
sample.
The major contributions for the W + heavy flavor backgrounds, i.e. events with a b tag
on a real b or c jet, come from the W bb̄, W cc̄, and W c processes. The fractions of inclusive
W + multijet events that contain bb̄ pairs, cc̄ pairs, and single c quarks are estimated using
the alpgen/herwig Monte Carlo samples after a calibration to the parallel fractions in
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inclusive jet data. Then the contribution of each background type to the data sample is
determined by multiplying the corresponding fraction, the event tagging efficiency for the
particular configuration of b and c jets, and the number of W + multijet events in the data
before b tagging.
Another W + multijet contribution comes from events where a light flavor jet is misidentified as a heavy flavor jet. Using jet data events, a per-jet mistag rate is determined as a
function of the number of tracks, ET , η, and φ of the jet, and the scalar sum of ET for all
jets with ET > 10 GeV and |η| < 2.4. The mistag rate is then applied to pretag data events
in the signal region to obtain the W + light flavor contribution.

3.

Other backgrounds

There are other minor contributions to the backgrounds: diboson production (W W ,
W Z, and ZZ) associated with jets, and single top production. We use alpgen Monte
Carlo samples to estimate their acceptance. The NLO cross section values [25, 26] are used
for normalization.

III.

JET CORRECTIONS AND SYSTEMATICS

Jets of particles arising from quarks and gluons are the most important reconstructed
objects in the top quark mass measurement, but are measured with poor energy resolution.
The jet measurements therefore make the largest contribution to the resolution of the mass
reconstruction described in Section IV. Additionally, systematic uncertainties on the jet
energy measurements are the dominant source of systematic uncertainty on the top quark
mass. We describe here the corrections applied to the measured jet energies, as well as the
systematic uncertainties on our modeling of the jet production and detector response. A
more thorough treatment of these topics is available elsewhere [27]. Finally, we introduce the
jet energy scale quantity JES, which is measured in situ using the W boson mass resonance.
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A.

Jet Corrections

Matching reconstructed jets to quarks from the tt̄ decay has both theoretical and experimental complications. A correspondence generally can be assumed between measured jet
quantities and the kinematics of partons from the hard interaction and decay. A series of
corrections are made to jet energies in order to best approximate the corresponding quark
energies. Measured jet energies have a poor resolution, and are treated as uncertain quantities in the mass reconstruction. The measured angles of the jets, in contrast, are good
approximations of the corresponding quark angles, so they are used without corrections and
are fixed in the mass reconstruction.

1.

Tower calibrations

Before clustering into jets, the calorimeter tower energies are calibrated as follows. The
overall electromagnetic scale is set using the peak of the dielectron mass resonance resulting
from decays of the Z boson. The scale of the hadronic calorimeters is set using test beam
data, with changes over time monitored using radioactive sources and the energy deposition
of muons from J/ψ decays, which are minimum ionizing particles (MIPs) in the calorimeter.
Tower-to-tower uniformity for the CEM is achieved by requiring the ratio of electromagnetic
energy to track momentum (E/p) of electrons to be the same across the calorimeter. In
the CHA and WHA, the J/ψ → µµ MIPs are also used to equalize the response of towers.
For the PEM and PHA, where tracks are not available, the tower-to-tower calibrations use
a laser calibration system and

60

Co sourcing. The WHA calorimeter also has a sourcing

system to monitor changes in the tower gains.

2.

Process-independent corrections

After clustering, jets are first corrected with a set of “generic” jet corrections, so called
because they are intended to be independent of the particular process under consideration. For these corrections, the quark pT distribution is assumed to be flat. Since some of
the corrections are a function of jet pT , and since the jet resolution is non-negligible, this
assumption has a considerable effect on the derived correction.
These generic jet corrections scale the measured jet four-vector to account for a set of
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well studied effects. First, a dijet balancing procedure is used to determine and correct for
variations in the calorimeter response to jets as a function of η. These variations are due
to different detector technology, to differing amounts of material in the tracking volume
and the calorimeters, and to uninstrumented regions. In dijet balancing, events are selected
with two and only two jets, one in the well understood central region (0.2 < |η| < 0.6).
A correction is determined such that the transverse momentum of the other jet, called the
probe jet, as a function of its η, is equal on average to that of the central jet. This relative
correction ranges from about +15% to −10%, and can be seen in Fig. 4 in Section III B.
After a small correction for the extra energy deposited by multiple collisions in the same
accelerator bunch crossing, a correction for calorimeter non-linearity is applied so that the
jet energies correspond to the most probable in-cone hadronic energy assuming a flat pT
distribution. First, the response of the calorimeter to hadrons is measured using E/p of
single tracks in the data. Studies of energy flow and jet shapes in the data also constrain the
modeling of jet fragmentation. After tuning the simulation to model what we observe in the
data, the correction (+10% to +30%, depending on jet pT ) is determined using a simulated
sample of dijet events covering a large pT range.

3.

Process-specific corrections

Jet corrections are then applied that have been derived specifically for the tt̄ process.
These corrections account for shifts in the mean jet energy due to the shape of the pT
distribution of quarks from tt̄ decay, for the extra energy deposited by remnants of the
pp̄ collision not involved in the hard interaction (“underlying event”), and for the energy
falling outside the jet clustering cone. Light-quark jets from W boson decay (W jets)
and b jets, which have different pT distributions, fragmentation, and decay properties, are
corrected using different functions, but no separate correction is attempted for b jets with
identified semi-leptonic decays. Each jet energy is also assigned an uncertainty arising from
the measurement resolution of the calorimeter. Note that, since these corrections depend
on the flavor of the jet, they must be applied after a hypothesis has been selected for the
assignment of the measured jets to quarks from the tt̄ decay chain.
The tt̄-specific corrections are extracted from a large sample of herwig tt̄ events (Mtop =
178 GeV/c2 ) in which the four leading jets in ET are matched within ∆R = 0.4 to the four
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generator-level quarks from tt̄ decay. The correction functions are consistent with those
extracted from a large pythia sample. The correction is defined as the most probable value
jet
jet
jet
jet
(MPV) of the jet response (pquark
− pjet
T
T )/pT , as a function of pT and η . Since the η

dependence is negligible for the light-quark jets, their correction depends only on pjet
T . The
MPV is chosen, rather than the mean of the asymmetric distribution, in order to accurately
correct as many jets as possible in the core of the distribution. This increases the number of
events for which the correct jet-quark assignment is chosen by the fitter (see below), resulting
in a narrower core for the reconstructed mass distribution. A corresponding resolution is
found by taking the symmetric window about the MPV of the jet response that includes
68% of the total area. Figure 3 shows the corrections and resolutions as a function of jet pT
for several values of |η|.
As a final step in correcting the jet four-vector, the jet momentum is held fixed while the
jet energy is adjusted so that the jet has a mass according to its flavor hypothesis. A mass
of 0.5 GeV is used for W jets, and a mass of 5.0 GeV is used for b jets. This is done to
match the generator-level quarks used to derive the tt̄-specific corrections.

B.

Systematics from Jet Energy Scale

There are significant uncertainties on many aspects of the measurement of jet energies.
Some of these are in the form of uncertainties on the energy measurements themselves; some
are uncertainties on the detector simulation, which is used to derive many corrections, and
ultimately to extract the top quark mass; still others are best understood as theoretical
uncertainties on jet production and fragmentation models used in the generators.

1.

Calorimeter response relative to central

The systematic uncertainties in the calorimeter response relative to the central calorimeter range from 0.5% to 2.5% for jets used in this analysis. The uncertainties account for
the residual η dependence after dijet balancing, biases in the dijet balancing procedure (especially near the uninstrumented regions) and the variation of the plug calorimeter response
with time. Photon-jet balancing is used to check the η dependence after corrections in data
and simulated events, and the residual differences in this comparison are also included in
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FIG. 3: The tt̄-specific corrections are shown for W jets (left) and b jets (right) as a function
of jet pT for several values of |η|. On the top is the correction factor, and on the bottom is the
fractional resolution passed to the fitter. The histograms give the distributions of jet pT (arbitrarily
normalized) from a signal Monte Carlo sample with generated top quark mass of 178 GeV/c2 .

the systematic uncertainty. Figure 4 shows the dijet balancing as a function of the probe
jet pseudorapidity, demonstrating that the simulation models well the detector response for
|η| < 2.0. Since differing response in neighboring regions of the detector is the primary
source of biased jet angle measurements, the plot also demonstrates that we can expect
angle biases to be well modeled in the simulated events.
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FIG. 4: Results of the dijet balancing procedure are shown for data and simulated dijet events
with pjet
T > 20 GeV. Probe jets from throughout the detector are compared with a reference jet in
the central region; the ratio of the pT of the jets is plotted as a function of the probe jet η. The
simulation models well the detector response as a function of η.
2.

Modeling of hadron jets

The main systematic uncertainties at the hadronic level are obtained by propagating the
uncertainties on the single particle response and the fragmentation, which are determined
from studies on the data. Smaller contributions are included from the comparison of data and
Monte Carlo simulation of the calorimeter response close to tower boundaries in azimuth, and
from the stability of the calorimeter calibration with time. There is also a small uncertainty
on the energy deposited by additional pp̄ interactions. In all, this uncertainty varies from
1.5% to 3.0%, depending on jet pT , and only accounts for variations that affect the energy
inside the jet cone.

3.

Modeling of out-of-cone energy

The uncertainty on the fraction of energy contained in the jet cone (also primarily due
to jet fragmentation modeling) is estimated in two parts, one between R = 0.4 and R = 1.3
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and the other for R > 1.3. This systematic, which is roughly 9% at very low jet pT but falls
rapidly to < 2% for pT > 70 GeV, is determined by comparing the energy flow in jets from
data and Monte Carlo for various event topologies.

4.

Modeling of underlying event

The underlying event deposits energy uniformly in calorimeter towers throughout the
detector, some of which are clustered into jets. Such energy is subtracted from the jet
energy in the corrections. The uncertainty on this correction decreases rapidly from 2% at
very low pT to less than 0.5% at about 35 GeV.

5.

Total uncertainty

The systematic uncertainties on jet energies for jets in the reference central region (0.2 <
|η| < 0.6) are shown as a function of pT in Fig. 5. For other η regions, only the contribution
of the “relative response” uncertainty changes. The black line gives the total uncertainty on
the jet energy measurement, obtained by adding in quadrature the contributions described
above.
Events in which a jet recoils against a high energy photon are used to check the absolute
corrections. We compare the corrected jet energy to the photon energy, which is well calibrated using Z → e+ e− decays. This γ-jet balancing is performed on data and Monte Carlo
samples, as a function of photon ET and jet η, as a cross check of the energy corrections
and systematic uncertainties described above. Figure 6 shows a comparison of the γ-jet
balancing in data and Monte Carlo after all jet corrections, along with the ±1 σ range of the
jet energy systematics. The agreement provides confidence that the systematic uncertainties
are reasonable.
The systematic uncertainties on jet energies described here are understood to apply to all
jets. Clearly additional flavor-specific or process-specific uncertainties could be present. In
particular, any systematics specific to the b jets are extremely important in a measurement
of the top quark mass, and could arise from mismodeling of b quark fragmentation, semileptonic decays, or color connections not present in the W boson decay system. Uncertainties
from these sources have been studied and found to be relatively small; see Section VII A.
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FIG. 5: The systematic uncertainties on jet energy are shown for jets in the central calorimeter
(0.2 < |η| < 0.6). For non-central jets, the total uncertainty has a different contribution from the
is the processeta-dependent uncertainty. In this plot the corrected jet transverse momentum pcorr
T
independent estimate of the parton pT . At low pcorr
T , the main contribution to the systematic is
from the uncertainty on the fraction of jet energy lost outside the cone, while at high pcorr
it is
T
from the linearity corrections to obtain an absolute jet energy scale.
C.

Jet Energy Scale

Since the jet energy systematics described in the previous section generate the dominant
systematic uncertainty on the top quark mass measurement, a method has been developed to
further constrain those systematics using the W boson mass resonance in situ. In particular,
we measure a parameter JES that represents a shift in the jet energy scale from our default
calibration.
Rather than defining JES as a constant percentage shift of the jet energies, we define it
in units of the total nominal jet energy scale uncertainty (σc ), which is derived from the
extrinsic calibration procedures above. This σc is the quantity depicted in Fig. 5 for central
jets. Thus JES = 0 σc corresponds to our default jet energy scale; JES = 1 σc implies
a shift in all jet energies by one standard deviation in the uncertainty defined above; and
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FIG. 6: For γ-jet events in both data and simulation, we find the fractional difference in pT between
the jet and the photon after all jet corrections are applied. Plotted here, for different ranges of jet
η, is the difference between this quantity in data and simulated events as a function of photon pT .
The solid lines show the ±1 σ range given by the jet energy systematics. The other lines follow
the same definitions as in Fig. 5.

so on. This choice has two consequences. The first is that the effect of a shift in JES is
different for jets with different pT and η. For example, jets with very low pT have a larger
fractional uncertainty, and therefore have a larger fractional shift with a 1 σc change in
JES. The second is that it is easy to incorporate the independent estimate of the jet energy
systematics (with its pT and η dependence) by constraining JES using a Gaussian centered
at 0 σc and with a width of 1 σc .
As described in Section III B, the jet energy scale uncertainty comprises many small
effects, which have different dependences on jet η and pT . With more statistics, we would
choose to measure the various effects independently. Currently, however, we make the
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approximation of assuming that a single value of the total jet energy scale parameter JES
applies to all jets in the sample; that is, we measure a value of JES that is averaged over jets
in the sample. Additionally, by construction, our JES measurement is primarily sensitive to
jets from the hadronic W decay. We estimate the effect of this approximation as a systematic
uncertainty on the top quark mass measurement.

IV.

MASS RECONSTRUCTION

In this section, we describe the procedures for determining in each event the reconstructed
top quark mass mreco
and the dijet mass mjj , representing the mass of the hadronically
t
decaying W boson. We then discuss the results of applying these reconstruction techniques.
is not an event-by-event measurement of the top quark mass;
Remember that by itself mreco
t
rather it is a quantity whose distribution in the data will be compared with simulated
samples to extract the top quark mass (see Section V). Similarly, the distribution of mjj
will be used to constrain the calibration of the jet energy scale in the reconstructed events.
Throughout the mass reconstruction, each event is assumed to be a tt̄ event decaying in
the lepton + jets channel, and the four leading jets are assumed to correspond to the four
quarks from the top and W decays. First, the measured four-vectors for the jets and lepton
in the event are corrected for known effects, and resolutions are assigned where needed.
Next, for the top quark mass reconstruction, a χ2 fit is used to extract the reconstructed
and a corresponding χ2 value. Some
mass, so that each event has a particular value of mreco
t
events are discarded from the event sample when their minimized χ2 exceeds a cut value.
Meanwhile, for the dijet mass reconstruction, the invariant mass mjj is calculated for each
pair of jets without b tags among the leading four jets.

A.

Inputs to the mass reconstruction

The χ2 fit takes as input the four-vectors of the jets and lepton identified in the event. All
known corrections are applied to these 4-vectors, and Gaussian uncertainties are computed
for the transverse momenta, since they will be permitted to vary in the fit. The treatment
of the neutrino four-vector is more complicated, since the 6ET is a derived quantity, and
does not have an uncertainty independent of the other measured values. The χ2 includes
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instead information about a related fundamental quantity, the unclustered energy, which is
described below.

1.

Jet inputs

The corrections made to the jet four-vectors are described in detail in Section III A. To
summarize, a series of corrections are applied to the jet energies in order to determine the
energy of the quark corresponding to each jet. The jet angles are relatively well measured,
and are fixed in the kinematic fit. The final step of the jet corrections is the tt̄-specific
correction that treats separately b jets and jets from the W decay, and in addition provides
for the pT of each jet a resolution that is used in the χ2 expression.

2.

Lepton Inputs

The electron four-vector has energy determined by its electromagnetic calorimeter cluster,
and angles defined by the associated track. The electron energy is corrected for differences
in the calorimeter response depending on where in the tower face the electron enters. The
electron mass is set to zero, and the angles are taken as perfectly measured quantities. The
transverse momentum (peT = p sin θ) of the electron is assigned an uncertainty of
v
!2
u
u
σpeT
0.135
=t p e
+ (0.02)2 .
peT
pT [GeV/c]

(IV.1)

The muon four-vector uses the three-vector of the associated track, also with a mass of
zero. Track curvature corrections due to chamber misalignment are applied. The angles and
mass are given no uncertainty; the transverse momentum has an uncertainty of
σpµT
= 0.0011 · pµT [GeV/c],
pµT

(IV.2)

The uncertainties on measured electron and muon transverse momenta are obtained from
studies of leptonic Z 0 decays.

3.

Neutrino Inputs: Unclustered Energy

The neutrino in a tt̄ event is not observed; its presence is inferred by an imbalance in the
observed transverse momentum. Therefore, rather than treating the neutrino four-vector as
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an independent input to the χ2 fit, the measured quantities, as varied in the fit, are used to
dynamically calculate the neutrino transverse momentum.
All of the transverse energy in the calorimeter (towers with |η| < 3.6) that is not associated with the primary lepton or one of the leading four jets is considered “unclustered
energy.” For towers clustered into a jet that has ET > 8 GeV and |η| < 2.0, but that is
not one of the leading four jets, the tower momenta are replaced with the jet momentum
after the generic jet corrections described in Section III A 2. The rest of the tower momenta
are multiplied by a scale factor of 1.4, which is the estimated generic correction factor for
8 GeV jets. Finally, the unclustered energy includes the energy attributed to enter into the
leading four jets from the underlying event, and excludes the energy thought to fall outside
the jet cones of the leading four jets. This avoids double-counting of energy that is included
in the leading four jet energies after all corrections. Each transverse component of the unpP
P uncl
ETuncl , where
ET is
clustered energy (pUx E , pUy E ) is assigned an uncertainty of 0.4
the scalar sum of the transverse energy excluding the primary lepton and leading four jets.
The uncertainty comes from studies of events with no real missing energy and no hard jet
activity.
The unclustered energy is the observed quantity and the input to the χ2 fit, but it is
related to the missing energy through the other measured physics objects in the event,
since the pp̄ system has total transverse momentum close to 0. The neutrino transverse
momentum pνT is calculated at each step of the fit, using the fitted values of lepton, jet, and
unclustered transverse energies:


X ~jet
~
~
ν
`
U
E
~
pT = − pT +
pT + pT

(IV.3)

Note that this quantity, used in the mass fitting procedure, is different from the missing
energy described in Section II D and used in event selection, where simpler calorimeter
energy corrections are used.
Although other treatments of the unclustered energy and missing energy can be motivated, the 6ET calculation does not have a large effect on the results of the χ2 fit. Various
other approaches to correcting the unclustered energy and assigning resolution were tried,
and no changes had any significant effect on the reconstructed top quark mass resolution.
The mass of the neutrino is fixed at zero, and the longitudinal momentum, pνz , is a free
(unconstrained) parameter in the fit. The initial value of pνz is calculated using the initial
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value of the lepton four-vector and the initial pνT , assuming that they arise from a W boson
at the nominal pole mass. Since these conditions yield a quadratic equation, there are in
general two solutions for the pνz ; a separate χ2 fit is done with each solution used as the
initial value of pνz . When the solutions are imaginary, the real part ± 20 GeV are the two
values of pνz used to initialize the fit.

B.

Event χ2 fit

Given the inputs described above, the event-by-event fit for the reconstructed top quark
is a free parameter.
mass proceeds as follows. minuit is used to minimize a χ2 where mreco
t
For each event, the χ2 is minimized once for each possible way of assigning the leading four
jets to the four quarks from the tt̄ decay. Since the two W daughter jets are indistinguishable
in the χ2 expression, the number of permutations is

4!
2

= 12. In addition, there are two

solutions for the initial value of the neutrino longitudinal momentum, so the minimization
is performed a total of 24 times for each event. When b tags are present, permutations that
assign a tagged jet to a light quark at parton level are rejected. In the case of single-tagged
events, the number of allowed permutations is six, and for double-tagged events, it is two.
In the rare cases when an event has three b tags, two of the tagged jets must be assigned to
b quarks. We use the reconstructed top quark mass from the permutation with the lowest
χ2 after minimization.
The χ2 expression has terms for the uncertainty on the measurements of jet, lepton, and
unclustered energies, as well as terms for the kinematic constraints applied to the system:
X (pi,f it − pi,meas )2
T
T
χ =
2
σ
i
i=`,4jets
2

X (pUj E,f it − pUj E,meas )2
+
σU2 E
j=x,y
(M`ν − MW )2 (Mjj − MW )2
+
Γ2W
Γ2W
(Mb`ν − mreco
)2 (Mbjj − mreco
)2
t
t
+
.
+
Γ2t
Γ2t
+

(IV.4)

The first term constrains the pT of the lepton and four leading jets to their measured
values within their assigned uncertainties; the second term does the same for both transverse
components of the unclustered energy. In the remaining four terms, the quantities M`ν , Mjj ,
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Mb`ν , and Mbjj refer to the invariant mass of the sum of the four-vectors denoted in the
subscripts. For example, M`ν is the invariant mass of the sum of the lepton and neutrino
is the
four-vectors. MW is the pole mass of the W boson, 80.42 GeV/c2 [28], and mreco
t
free parameter for the reconstructed top quark mass used in the minimization. Mjj is a
quantity computed in the kinematic fit, and should not be confused with mjj , the measured
dijet mass used to constrain JES. The fit is initialized with mreco
= 175 GeV/c2 . ΓW and
t
Γt are the total width of the W boson and the top quark. In order to use the χ2 formalism,
the W and top Breit-Wigner lineshapes are modeled with Gaussian distributions, using the
Breit-Wigner full width at half maximum as the Gaussian sigma. ΓW is 2.12 GeV [28], and
Γt is 1.5 GeV [29]. Thus these terms provide constraints such that the W masses come out
correctly, and the t and t̄ masses come out the same (modulo the Breit-Wigner distribution,
here modeled by a Gaussian, in both cases).
The jet-quark assignment (and pνz solution) with the lowest χ2 after minimization is
selected for each event. The χ2 of this combination is denoted χ2min (or just χ2 when the
context is unambiguous), and the requirement χ2min < 9 is imposed. The expected statistical
uncertainty on the top quark mass does not change much over a wide range of the value of
the cut, even when it is varied independently for the four event types. The value of the cut
chosen is close to the minimum of expected top quark mass uncertainty.

C.

Dijet Mass and Jet Energy Scale

We calculate the dijet masses used to constraint JES in the same data sample used to
reconstruct the observed top quark mass, with the exception that there is no χ2 requirement
on the jet-quark assignments under consideration. The imposition of the χ2 requirement
would impose a bias in the dijet masses being considered and therefore reduce the sensitivity of the dijet mass distribution to JES. We calculate the dijet masses directly from
the measured jet four-vectors without the use of a kinematic fit, considering all jet-quark
assignments in each event for any of the leading 4 jets that are not b-tagged. Monte Carlo
studies have shown that the sensitivity of the dijet mass distribution to the JES parameter
is maximized by considering all dijet mass combinations that do not involve a b-tagged jet
in each event. The number of possible assignments ranges from one (for events with two b
tags) to six (for events with no b tags).
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D.

Mass reconstruction results

Typical reconstructed top quark mass distributions for signal Monte Carlo (Mtop =
178 GeV/c2 ) are shown for the four event categories as the light histograms in Fig. 7. Each
event in the sample that passes both event selection and the χ2 cut contributes exactly one
entry to these histograms. The distributions peak near the generated mass of 178 GeV/c2 .
But there is not an exact correspondence between the generated mass and the mean or peak
position of the reconstructed mass. Differences can arise when ISR/FSR jets are selected
instead of the tt̄ decay products; even with the correct jets, the fit may choose the wrong
jet-quark assignment. In particular, the broader shape, beneath the relatively sharp peak
at 178 GeV/c2 , comprises events where an incorrect permutation has been chosen in the
fit. The dark histograms in the same figure show the reconstructed mass distributions for
events where the four leading jets correspond to the four quarks from tt̄ decay, and where
the correct jet-quark assigment is chosen by the fit. These histograms have much smaller
tails than the overall distributions, and account for 47% of the 2-tag sample, 28% of the
1-tag(T) sample, 18% of the 1-tag(L), and 20% of the 0-tag category.
The corresponding dijet mass distributions for the W boson reconstruction are shown in
Fig. 8 for the four subsamples. Each event contributes 1, 3, or 6 entries to the distributions,
depending on the number of b tags. One sees a clear W boson mass signal, with a peak
near the nominal W boson mass of 80 GeV/c2 . The peak becomes more evident with
increasing numbers of b-tagged jets in the event, a consequence of the decreasing number of
combinations for W boson jet daughters.
Some results of the mass reconstruction on Monte Carlo tt̄ signal (Mtop = 178 GeV/c2 )
and background samples are given in Table III. The four subsamples have significantly different mreco
and mjj shapes for tt̄ signal and background, as evidenced by their reconstructed
t
mass mean and RMS values. The χ2 cut efficiency is lowest for 2-tag events, especially for
the background processes, because there are fewer allowed jet-quark assignments and thus
fewer chances to pass the χ2 cut. The efficiencies for signal events vary only weakly with the
generated top quark mass, and for the purposes of this analysis are assumed to be constant.
The means of the background reconstructed mass distributions are primarily driven by the
jet cuts (see Table I).
The reconstructed top quark and dijet mass distributions for the 165 events found in the
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FIG. 7: The light histograms show the reconstructed top quark mass distribution for the
178 GeV/c2 herwig tt̄ sample at the nominal jet energy scale. Overlaid are darker histograms
of the reconstructed mass distributions using the subset of events for which the leading four jets
are matched (within ∆R = 0.4) to the four quarks from the tt̄ decay and the correct jet-quark
assignment has the lowest χ2 . Distributions are shown for 2-tag (upper left), 1-tag(T) (upper
right), 1-tag(L) (lower left), and 0-tag (lower right) events.

data can be seen in Fig. 9. These events consist of both tt̄ signal and background events.
Figure 10 shows distributions of χ2 values from the top quark mass reconstruction in data
and simulated events, where the distributions from simulation contain the expected mixtures
of signal and background events. Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests, with probability normalized
using many trial distributions randomly selected from the Monte Carlo predictions, show
that the distributions agree well, indicating that kinematic quantities and resolutions are
correctly simulated.

V.

TOP QUARK MASS FITTING

The distribution of reconstructed mass (either mreco
or mjj ) for a particular top quark
t
mass (or background process) and jet energy scale is referred to as a template. We compare
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FIG. 8: The reconstructed dijet mass distributions for the 178 GeV/c2 herwig tt̄ sample at the
nominal jet energy scale. Overlaid are darker histograms of the reconstructed mass distributions
using the subset of events for which the leading four jets include two jets matched (within ∆R = 0.4)
to the two quarks from the hadronic W decay, and plotting just the invariant mass of those two
jets. Distributions are shown for 2-tag (upper left), 1-tag(T) (upper right), 1-tag(L) (lower left),
and 0-tag (lower right) events.

the reconstructed top quark mass distribution and the dijet mass distribution from data to
the Monte Carlo templates to measure simultaneously the top quark mass and the jet energy
scale. First, probability density functions (p.d.f.’s) for the reconstructed top quark and dijet
masses are determined for signal events and background events in each subsample by fitting
a functional form to the corresponding templates; the signal p.d.f.’s depend on the top quark
mass and jet energy scale. The shift in jet energy scale is given by JES, which is the relative
shift in units of the nominal uncertainty in the jet energy scale derived from the extrinsic
calibration procedures (Section III B). Although the jet energy scale uncertainty varies with
jet momentum and pseudorapidity, a one unit shift in the JES parameter is approximately
equivalent to a 3% shift in the jet energy scale for jets in tt̄ events. We perform an unbinned
likelihood fit to determine the values of the top quark mass and jet energy scale that best
describe the data. At the end of this section, we describe a number of checks of the method
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FIG. 9: The top histogram shows the reconstructed top quark mass mreco
, and the bottom hist
togram shows the dijet reconstructed mass mjj , with events from the four subsamples represented
by separate stacked histograms. In the mjj plot, each event has a different number of jet pairs,
depending on the number of b tags in the event, but the entries are weighted so that the total
contribution from each event is one unit. The highest mjj bin contains overflow entries.
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TABLE III: Monte Carlo samples of tt̄ signal and of background processes with the expected
relative weights are run through the χ2 mass fitter. For signal and background in each of the
four event categories, the table shows the efficiency of the χ2 cut and the mean and RMS of the
resulting reconstructed mass distributions. The signal sample has Mtop = 178 GeV/c2 , and the
nominal jet energy scale is used for all events.
χ2 cut

Sample
Description

mreco
(GeV/c2 )
t

mjj (GeV/c2 )

eff.

Mean

RMS

Mean

RMS

2-tag

0.65

173.9

26.6

76.8

34.5

1-tag(T)

0.85

174.0

31.8

98.1

49.1

1-tag(L)

0.80

167.4

30.8

77.8

41.7

0-tag

0.91

179.3

36.9

112.6

57.9

2-tag

0.38

160.2

35.1

77.2

53.3

1-tag(T)

0.73

166.4

42.2

95.8

59.7

1-tag(L)

0.71

153.7

37.3

67.7

46.3

0-tag

0.83

182.6

46.5

114.0

69.3

Signal

Background

using simulated events.

A.

Parameterization of Signal and Background Shapes

Since templates are available only at discrete values of top quark mass and jet energy
scale, the signal reconstructed mass distributions in each subsample are parameterized by
a flexible functional form as a function of top quark mass and jet energy scale in order to
smooth the distributions and interpolate between the templates.
For background events, the parameterization has no dependence on top quark mass or jet
energy scale; a single p.d.f. is used to describe each background reconstructed mass shape
in each subsample. In principle, a shift in the jet energy scale will change the shape of the
background templates. However, we have determined from studies of the background that
the shape of the background templates are insensitive to the jet energy scale. Rather, the
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FIG. 10: The χ2 distribution is shown for data events and for signal and background simulated
events in the expected ratio. Distributions are shown for 2-tag (upper left), 1-tag(T) (upper right),
1-tag(L) (lower left), and 0-tag (lower right) events.

overall rate of background events does show some sensitivity to the jet energy response, and
this uncertainty is incorporated into the uncertainty in the rate of background events in the
sample.
and mjj signal p.d.f.’s, although of
The same parameterizations are used for both mreco
t
course the fitted parameters are different. In the case of the background, different functional
and mjj templates.
forms are required to fit well the mreco
t

1.

Signal shape parameterization

Signal templates are produced using sets of Monte Carlo samples with the input top
quark mass at 2.5–5 GeV/c2 intervals from 130 GeV/c2 to 230 GeV/c2 and the jet energy
scale varying from −3.0 to +3.0 in steps of 0.5. Examples of the template shapes from each
event category are given in Fig. 7 (mreco
) and Fig. 8 (mjj ). Table IV shows the evolution
t
of the mean, most probable value, and RMS of the reconstructed top quark mass templates
as a function of top quark mass using selected generated mass samples and the nominal jet
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TABLE IV: The evolution of the mreco
template parameters is demonstrated using selected signal
t
Monte Carlo samples with generated top quark mass of 145 GeV/c2 , 165 GeV/c2 , 185 GeV/c2 ,
and 205 GeV/c2 , with the nominal jet energy scale. The mean, most probable value (MPV), and
RMS of the template are given for each subsample in each generated mass. The mean and MPV
of the templates are driven by the jet ET cuts, and the widths are dominated by the fraction of
events with correct jet-quark assignments.
Mtop

2-tag

1-tag(T)

1-tag(L)

0-tag

145

151.5

155.1

147.1

163.9

Mean

165

164.5

166.5

158.8

174.3

(GeV/c2 )

185

178.2

179.1

171.1

185.3

205

193.5

190.5

182.7

194.2

145

144.5

144.0

140.7

145.0

MPV

165

163.8

159.5

156.5

159.3

(GeV/c2 )

185

179.9

178.1

171.7

179.5

205

198.5

194.7

185.4

193.9

145

25.1

31.7

28.5

39.2

RMS

165

24.8

31.8

28.6

39.1

(GeV/c2 )

185

27.1

32.3

32.1

37.7

205

28.6

33.6

34.1

37.7

energy scale.
We derive from these distributions parametrized templates that are a smoothly varying
function of top quark mass and jet energy scale. For any given top quark mass and jet energy
scale, the probability to observe a particular reconstructed mass is specified by a function
consisting of two Gaussians—intended to account for the well reconstructed quantities—
plus a gamma distribution—intended to account for cases where the incorrect jets are used
to reconstruct the top quark or W masses. The 9 parameters necessary to specify this
combination of functions are themselves assumed to depend linearly on the top quark mass
and jet energy scale, so that the full set of p.d.f.’s is specified by 27 parameters. This
assumed functional form works well in the limited range of top quark masses and jet energy
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scales considered; as an example, letting the nine parameters have quadratic dependence on
Mtop or JES does not improve the fit. Thus the parameterization is as follows:
Ps (m; Mtop , JES) =
α21+α1
· (m − α0 )α1 · exp (−α2 (m − α0 ))
α7 ·
Γ(1 + α1 )


1
−(m − α3 )2
+ α8 · √ · exp
2α42
α4 2π


1
−(m − α5 )2
;
+ (1 − α7 − α8 ) · √ · exp
2α62
α6 2π

(V.1)

where
αi = pi + pi+9 · (Mtop − 175) + pi+18 · (JES).
The variable m in GeV/c2 refers to the reconstructed top quark or dijet mass, Mtop in GeV/c2
refers to the top quark mass, and JES refers to the shift in the jet energy scale from that
determined from our calibrations. These template parametrizations are normalized so that,
for a given top quark mass Mtop and jet energy scale JES, the integral over all reconstructed
masses m is unity.
A binned likelihood fit is used to determine the 27 parameter values both for the mreco
t
templates and for the mjj templates. The χ2 is calculated between the MC samples and the
prediction from the fit, after rebinning to ensure that each bin has at least five predicted
events. The resulting χ2 values are given in Table V, along with the number of degrees
of freedom. Clearly the corresponding probabilities are small, not surprising considering
the limited flexibility of the functional form and the large statistics of the templates. But
the method check and calibration of Section V C show that the disagreement between the
templates and the parameterizations is not large enough to have a significant effect on the
measurement.
In Fig. 11, four signal templates at varying generated masses are shown overlaid with
the fitted parameterization evaluated at each mass. This figure exhibits the changing shape
of the reconstructed mass templates as a function of top mass. Figure 12 shows the mjj
templates with varying jet energy scale, overlaid with the fitted parameterization. One sees
that the location of the W boson peak is sensitive to the jet energy scale.
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FIG. 11: Four mreco
signal templates for the 1-tag(T) sample are shown, with top quark masses
t
ranging from 145 GeV/c2 to 205 GeV/c2 and with JES set to 0. Overlaid are the fitted parameterizations at each generated mass, taken from the full parameterization given in Eq. V.1.
2.

Background shape parameterization

Monte Carlo simulations of the various processes listed in Section II E are used to model
the reconstructed top quark mass shape and dijet mass shape for background processes.
When possible, a single large-statistics sample is used to represent several background processes that have similar template shapes.
For the tagged backgrounds, the W + heavy flavor processes (W bb̄, W cc̄, W c) all have
similar reconstructed mass shapes, as shown in Fig. 13 for mreco
in the 1-tag(T) sample, and
t
thus are all modeled with a high-statistics W bb̄ simulated sample. W W and W Z events, a
negligible contribution to the total expected background, are also included in this category.
The shapes for the three subsamples with tagged events are found by reconstructing the
simulated events exactly as is done for the data and signal Monte Carlo. Similarly, the
simulated s- and t-channel single top quark events are used to obtain corresponding mass
templates.
The mass templates for the W +jets backgrounds in the tagged subsamples, i.e. “mistags,”
are not obtained using the Monte Carlo b tagging, which is not expected to model well the
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FIG. 12: Four mjj signal templates for the 2-tag sample are shown, with JES values ranging
from −3 σ to 3 σ and with the top quark mass set to 180 GeV/c2 . Overlaid are the fitted
parameterizations at each value of jet energy scale, taken from the full parameterization given in
Eq. V.1.

rate or kinematic dependences of fake tags. Instead, a mistag matrix, derived from the
data, is used to give the probability for a jet to be falsely tagged as a function of its ET ,
φ, η, number of tracks, and the ΣET for all jets in the event. Then for each simulated
event (W + 4 partons, generated by alpgen and showered by herwig), every possible tag
configuration on the leading four jets is considered. For every tag configuration, the fit with
lowest χ2 among the jet-quark assignments consistent with the assumed tags is selected, and
the appropriate mass template is filled with a weight corresponding to the probability of
observing that set of tags. The result is a weighted template for the mistag backgrounds.
The backgrounds that are least amenable to Monte Carlo modeling arise from QCD
background events, i.e. events with no real W to produce the isolated lepton and 6ET . These
events are difficult to simulate, but can be studied by selecting events in the data with nonisolated leptons, which are enriched in this type of background, but kinematically similar to
events chosen in the default selection.
The mass reconstruction described in Section IV is expected to produce similar results
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FIG. 13: The templates for W cc̄ and W c background processes are compared to the high-statistics
W bb̄ template for all tagged events. The agreement is good in both cases, so the W bb̄ template is
used to represent all W + h.f. processes.

for QCD background events and W + jets background events. This is because the leptonic
W system, in which these types of events differ, does not have a strong effect on the mass
reconstruction, since 6ET is poorly measured and since the W mass is constrained in the χ2
expression. In the kinematic properties of the jets, to which the mass reconstruction is very
sensitive, these two types of events are similar since in both cases the jets arise from hard
QCD radiation.
Indeed, within the limited statistics available, the reconstructed mass distributions of the
QCD-enriched data events are consistent with those of simulated W + jets events. Given
these similarities, the W + jets reconstructed mass templates are used also for the expected
contributions from QCD for both the reconstructed top quark mass and the dijet invariant
mass. An additional check, treating the subset of QCD events where the primary lepton is a
jet misidentified as an electron, is performed using a large QCD-dominated dataset with at
least five jets. One jet with a large fraction of its energy in the electromagnetic calorimeter is
assigned to “fake” an electron, and the mass reconstruction proceeds under that hypothesis.
Very good agreement is found between the reconstructed mass distributions of these events
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and those of simulated W + jets events. A systematic uncertainty on the background modeling (see Section VII C) is assigned using the differences between the templates obtained
from these three samples: W + jets events, events with non-isolated leptons, and events with
one jet assigned to “fake” an electron.
The background for the 0-tag subsample is treated separately from the others. The
dominant process is W + jets, with a smaller (∼ 20%) contribution expected from non-W
(QCD) events. Since we model the reconstructed mass of QCD events using W + jets events,
the entire 0-tag background shape comes from W + 4 parton Monte Carlo events, simulated
by alpgen and showered by herwig.
We do not allow the normalization of each background contribution to vary independently
in the final likelihood fit. Instead, for each subsample, the templates from all background
processes are combined in their expected ratios according to Table II. A single function is
fitted to the combined background for each subsample and is used to describe the background
shape in the final likelihood fit (Section V B). The overall background normalization for each
subsample is then permitted to vary, within its constraint where applicable.
We determine the p.d.f.’s for the background reconstructed top quark mass templates
using a parameterization similar in spirit to that of the signal, but simpler in form. First,
there is no dependence on top quark mass or jet energy scale. Second, no narrow Gaussian
peak is expected, so the full shape is modeled by the integrand of the gamma distribution.
Specifically,
Pb (mreco
)
t

1
p1+p
2
· (mreco
− p0 )p1
=
t
Γ(1 + p1 )
· exp (−p2 (mreco
− p0 )) .
t

(V.2)

In the case of the 0-tag background events, a slightly more sophisticated function is used to
achieve a good fit:
Pb (mreco
)
t

1
p1+p
2
= p6
· (mreco
− p0 )p1
t
Γ(1 + p1 )
· exp (−p2 (mreco
− p0 ))
t
1+p4
p
+ (1 − p6 ) 5
· (mreco
− p3 )p4
t
Γ(1 + p4 )
· exp (−p5 (mreco
− p3 )) .
t

(V.3)

In the background events, the following parameterizations are used to fit the reconstructed
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TABLE V: The χ2 and number of degrees of freedom are given for the signal parameterization fits
in each of the four subsamples.
2-tag

1-tag(T)

1-tag(L)

0-tag

χ2 /n.d.o.f. for reconstructed top quark mass (Eq. V.1)
13977/13081

18736/17052

14209/13444

18791/16752

χ2 /n.d.o.f. for dijet mass (Eq. V.1)
19541/17000

29410/25732

23506/19827

38315/30510

dijet mass templates. For the background samples with b tags,
α21+α1
Pb (mjj ) = α5 ·
· (mjj − α0 )α1
Γ(1 + α1 )
· exp (−α2 (mjj − α0 ))
1
+ (1 − α5 ) · √
α4 2π


−(mjj − α3 )2
· exp
,
2α42

(V.4)

and for the 0-tag sample,
α21+α1
· (mjj − α0 )α1
Γ(1 + α1 )
· exp (−α2 (mjj − α0 ))
1
+ α8 · √
α4 2π


−(mjj − α3 )2
· exp
2α42
1
+ (1 − α7 − α8 ) · √
α6 2π


−(mjj − α5 )2
· exp
.
2α62

Pb (mjj ) = α7 ·

(V.5)

The final background templates for the reconstructed top quark mass and dijet mass for
the four subsamples are shown in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15, respectively, overlaid with the fitted
parameterization.
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FIG. 14: Reconstructed top quark mass distributions of the combined backgrounds in each subsample. The contributions from different background templates are shown stacked; overlaid are
the fitted curves (see Eq. V.2 and Eq. V.3).
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FIG. 15: Reconstructed dijet mass distributions of the combined backgrounds in each subsample.
The contributions from different background templates are shown stacked; overlaid are the fitted
curves (see Eq. V.4 and Eq. V.5).
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B.

Likelihood Fit for Top Quark Mass

The reconstructed mass distributions from data are simultaneously compared to the templates from signal and background sources using an unbinned extended likelihood fit. The
likelihood includes free parameters for the number of expected signal events ns and background events nb in each subsample, and for the top quark pole mass Mtop and the jet energy
scale JES. For each subsample, the likelihood is given by:
mreco

m

jj
t
× Lshape
× Lnev × Lbg ,
Lsample = Lshape

(V.6)

where
[s ns Ps (mreco
t,k ; Mtop , JES)
2

mreco
t
Lshape

m

=

+b nb Pb (mreco
t,k )]
s n s + b n b

k=1
N
·Ci
Y

;

ns Ps (mjj,k ; Mtop , JES) + nb Pb (mjj,k )
;
n
s + nb
k=1
X
=
Pois(Ns ; ns ) × Pois(Nb ; nb ) ×

jj
Lshape
=

Lnev

χ
N
Y

Ns +Nb =N



2



χ
Ns,b
≤Ns,b

X



2

2
2

B(Nsχ ; Ns , s )B(Nbχ ; Nb , b ) ;

2

Nsχ +Nbχ =N χ2

(nb − n0b )2
= exp −
2σn2 b


Lbg


.

(V.7)

The values s and b represent the efficiency of the χ2 cut for signal and background events,
2

respectively, and are given in Table III. N and N χ are the number of events observed in
the data before and after the χ2 cut. All other symbols are explained below.
The most important information on the top quark mass is provided by the products in
mreco

t
Lshape
, the kth term of which gives the probability of observing the kth data event with

reconstructed mass mreco
t,k , given the background reconstructed top quark mass template,
Pb (mreco
t,k ), and the signal reconstructed top quark mass template with a top quark mass of
Mtop and energy scale shift JES, Ps (mreco
t,k ; Mtop , JES).
m

jj
The second term, Lshape
, is sensitive primarily to the value of JES. It reflects the product

of probabilities for each of Ci ways of assigning the two W daughter jets in each event, where
Ci = 1, 3, 6 for 2,1,0 tags, respectively. The probabilities are analogous to those in the first
term, but are defined using the dijet mass template parameterizations.
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The third term in the likelihood, Lnev , represents the information arising from the number
of signal and background events in the top quark mass and dijet mass samples, which are
correlated. Since the number of expected signal and background events in the W → jj
sample are ns and nb , the expected numbers of signal and background events in the mreco
t
sample are given by s ns and b nb , respectively. This term expresses the likelihood associated
2

with observing N and N χ events in the two samples given the expected number of events
as defined above. We introduce the variables Ns and Nb , the (unknown) number of signal
and background events actually in our sample. We sum over the possible values of these two
variables that are consistent with the total number of observed events. Thus the first two
factors express the Poisson probability to observe Ns signal and Nb background events given
Poisson means of ns and nb , respectively. For the final factor we introduce and sum over the
2

2

possible values of Nsχ and Nbχ , variables for the (unknown) actual number of signal and
background events remaining after the χ2 cut. The summand is the binomial probability to
2

2

observe Nsχ signal events and Nbχ background events in the mreco
sample given the assumed
t
numbers of observed events Ns and Nb in the mjj sample and the χ2 cut efficiencies.
Finally, in the fourth term, Lbg , the background normalization is constrained in the likelihood fit by a Gaussian probability distribution centered at n0b and with width σnb . The
background normalizations are constrained for the 2-tag, 1-tag(T), and 1-tag(L) samples.
For the 0-tag subsample, no background normalization estimate is available, so no background constraint is used. Both ns and nb are required to be greater than zero.
As described in Sections III B and III C, independent detector calibrations and studies
of other processes allow us to independently determine the jet energy scale JES, and this
information is used in the reconstruction of the data events and in the determination of
the signal templates. We include in the likelihood fit the knowledge of this independent jet
energy calibration through an additional term in the overall likelihood:


(JES − JES0 )2
LJES = exp −
2
2σJES


JES2
,
= exp −
2

(V.8)

where the simplification arises because, by our definition of JES, the calibrated shift in
energy scale is JES0 = 0 and the uncertainty is σJES = 1.0.
The total likelihood is given by the product of the likelihoods for the four subsamples
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and the jet energy scale constraint:
L = L2-tag × L1-tag(T) × L1-tag(L) × L0-tag × LJES .

(V.9)

The top quark pole mass Mtop and the jet energy scale JES are shared between the four
likelihoods. The likelihood is maximized with respect to all ten parameters (ns and nb for
four subsamples, JES, and Mtop ) using the minuit package. A likelihood curve as a function
of Mtop is found by maximizing the likelihood with respect to all other parameters for a series
of fixed Mtop . The statistical uncertainty from the fit procedure is taken from the points M+
top
and M−
top where the log-likelihood changes by −1/2 unit from its maximum. The positive
and negative uncertainties are then scaled to achieve unit pull widths as described in the
next Section V C.

C.

Method Check

The method described above is checked for any possible systematic biases by running
large numbers of “pseudo-experiments,” where we create, using Monte Carlo simulation,
samples of signal and background events with an assumed value of the top quark mass
and jet energy scale and with the same statistical properties as our observed sample. We
then perform likelihood fits to each pseudo-experiment and characterize the accuracy of the
technique in determining the correct values.
For each pseudo-experiment, the procedure is first to determine the number of signal and
background events, then to generate a reconstructed top quark mass and dijet mass for each
event, and finally to fit the resulting pseudo-data using our standard machinery. The number
of background events in each subsample is Poisson fluctuated around the central value given
in Table II. The central value for the 0-tag background is estimated by subtracting the
estimated number of 0-tag signal events from the observed number of 0-tag events in the
data. The number of signal events is Poisson fluctuated around the number observed in
the data, minus the central value for the background expectation, for each subsample. For
each event, reconstructed masses mreco
and mjj are selected at random from the templates
t
corresponding to signal or background processes. Some of the events are eliminated from
the mreco
sample, according to the χ2 cut efficiencies given in Table III. The resulting list
t
of reconstructed masses is fit using exactly the same machinery used on the data, described
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in the previous Section V B. Although this default procedure does not model correlations
among the mreco
and mjj values in each event, a separate check showed a complete modeling
t
of the correlations to have a negligible effect on the checks described here.
For each pseudo-experiment, the likelihood fit provides a measured top quark mass
Mtop and jet energy scale JES, as well as positive and negative errors (δ + and δ − ) for
each from the ∆ ln L = −1/2 procedure. We check the pull distribution for Mtop , defined using a symmetrized uncertainty on the top quark mass as the distribution of
input
+
−
(Mtop − Minput
is the generated top quark mass. A pull
top )/0.5(δMtop + δMtop ), where Mtop

distribution is generated for each of 12 input values for the top quark mass, keeping JES
fixed to zero, where 2500 pseudo-experiments are generated for each input mass value, and
each pull distribution is fitted using a Gaussian function. We determine a similar set of
pull distributions for various values of the JES parameter, keeping the top quark mass
fixed to 180 GeV/c2 , although the results in this case are correlated since they all use the
same Monte Carlo event sample. The mean and sigma of the fitted functions are shown in
Fig. 16. Defining the pull distributions using the reported asymmetric uncertainties does
not systematically change the results.
In the pull distributions as a function of top quark mass, the pull means show a small
offset for this particular slice of the Mtop -JES plane. Since the value of this offset varies
with location in the Mtop -JES space, instead of directly correcting Mtop we take the average
offset of 0.3 GeV/c2 as a systematic uncertainty on the measurement.
In addition the pull widths are slightly larger than one due to the modest statistics of the
event sample. For the expected number of events with current luminosity, and for templates
such as the ones described in Section V A, the resulting likelihood curve is typically nonGaussian, and in fact, typically shallower than Gaussian. The pull distributions become
more Gaussian (with width one) as pseudo-experiments with more events are performed.
With ten times the statistics, the pull widths are consistent with unity.
For the current data sample, the quoted measurement with uncertainties is designed to
have pull width equal to one by scaling the errors taken from ∆ ln L = −1/2. The scale
factor is the pull width from the lower left plot of Fig. 16, averaged over the values of top
quark mass, giving 1.027.
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FIG. 16: The mean (top) and width (bottom) of pull distributions from sets of 2500 pseudoexperiments are shown. On the left, the jet energy scale is fixed at its nominal value, and the
generated top quark mass is varied from 150 GeV/c2 to 210 GeV/c2 . On the right, the top quark
mass is fixed at 180 GeV/c2 , and the input jet energy scale is varied from −3 σ to +3 σ. The
error bars come mostly from the limited statistics of the Monte Carlo samples from which the
pseudodata is taken.
VI.

RESULTS ON THE DATA

We fit the events in the data using the procedure described in Section V. After detailing
the results, we present several additional results performed as cross-checks on the primary
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FIG. 17: The contours of the likelihood in the Mtop -JES plane for the independent fit to each
subsample in the data. At each point in the plane, the likelihood is maximized with respect to the
other free parameters. A crosshair shows the maximum likelihood point from the combined fit, and
contours are given at regular intervals in ∆ ln L, the change in log-likelihood from its maximum.
Upper left: 2-tag events; upper right: 1-tag(T) events; lower left: 1-tag(L) events; lower right:
0-tag events.

measurement.

A.

Subsample Likelihood Curves

The likelihood fit is first performed on each subsample separately. In these fits, each
subsample likelihood contains the JES constraint term given in Eq. V.8. For a series of top
quark masses and JES values, the mass and JES parameters are fixed, while the likelihood
is maximized with respect to the remaining parameters (ns and nb ) using minuit. The
resulting likelihood contours in the Mtop -JES plane are shown in Fig. 17.
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FIG. 18: The contours of the likelihood in the Mtop -JES plane for the combined fit to all four
subsamples. At each point in the plane, the likelihood is maximized with respect to the other free
parameters. The crosshair shows the best fit point, and contours are given at at regular intervals
in ∆ ln L, the change in log-likelihood from its maximum.
B.

Results of Combined Likelihood

Finally, the likelihood is maximized with respect to all parameters using all four subsamples. The result, after scaling the ∆(ln L) = −1/2 errors as described in Section V C,
is a top quark mass of 173.5

+3.7
−3.6

(stat. + JES) GeV/c2 . The simultaneous measurement of

the jet energy scale is −0.10

+0.78
−0.80

σc . The correlation between the top quark mass and JES

fits is -0.676. The combined likelihood as a function of top quark mass and JES is shown
in Fig. 18. For each value of the top quark mass and JES, the likelihood is maximized
with respect to all other parameters. This likelihood is not the simple product of the four
likelihoods shown in Fig. 17 because the JES constraint term LJES is included in each of the
subsample fits, but of course only once in the combined fit.
The uncertainty on Mtop from the likelihood fit is a combination of the statistical uncertainty in extracting a measurement of Mtop and the systematic uncertainty due to allowed
variations of JES. It is possible to get an idea of the size of each contribution. Fixing JES to
its fitted value of −0.10 σc and fitting for Mtop alone yields a top quark mass measurement of
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TABLE VI: The input constraints and fitted values are given for all free parameters in the combined
likelihood fit.
Category
Mtop

2-tag

1-tag(T)

constr.
173.5
(173.5

+2.7
−2.6

(stat. + JES) GeV/c2

(stat.) ± 2.5 (JES) GeV/c2 )

−0.10

fit
constr.

nW
b

+2.7
−2.6

+0.78
−0.80

σc

None

fit

23.5 ± 5.0

53.9 ± 7.9

14.3 ± 5.2

28.3 ± 8.3

constr.

1.89 ± 0.52

10.4 ± 1.72

14.3 ± 2.45

None

1.8 ± 0.5

10.1 ± 1.7

15.5 ± 2.2

fit

173.5

+3.7
−3.6

0.0 ± 1.0 σc

constr.

nW
s

0-tag

None

fit

JES

1-tag(L)

15.7

+8.0
−7.1

(stat.) GeV/c2 , corresponding to the “pure statistical” uncertainty. Subtracting

this uncertainty in quadrature from the full uncertainty gives an Mtop uncertainty due to
the jet energy scale of ±2.5 GeV/c2 .
The input constraints and fit results for the combined fit are given in Table VI. Figure 19
shows the consistency of the reconstructed top quark mass distribution in each subsample
with the combined fit results, while Fig. 20 shows the same for the reconstructed dijet mass.
A set of pseudo-experiments is generated with a top quark mass of 172.5 GeV/c2 (close
to the central value from the fit), the nominal jet energy scale, and with the number of
events in each subsample equal to the number observed in our data (Table I). In Fig. 21,
the positive and negative uncertainties from the likelihood fits are plotted. Arrows indicate
the uncertainties from the fit to the data. Although smaller than the median uncertainties
from the pseudo-experiments, the uncertainties on the data are reasonable—9.2% of the
pseudo-experiments have smaller uncertainties than those returned by the fit to the data.
The distributions do not change significantly if a top quark mass value of 165 GeV/c2
or 180 GeV/c2 is used. The better-than-expected uncertainties are consistent with the
sharpness of the reconstructed top quark mass peaks in the 2-tag and 1-tag(T) subsamples,
as shown in Fig. 19.
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FIG. 21: The distributions of positive and negative uncertainties from the likelihood fit are shown,
for pseudo-experiments generated with a top quark mass of 172.5 GeV/c2 , the nominal jet energy
scale, and the number of events in each subsample as observed in the data. Arrows indicate
the positive and negative uncertainties from the likelihood fit to the data; 9.2% of the pseudoexperiments have smaller uncertainties.
C.

Alternate Fits

In addition to the primary result described above, a number of additional fits are performed as cross-checks and to investigate the effect of certain assumptions on our measurement. The differences between the primary fit and the alternate fits are briefly described
below, along with the resulting top quark mass measurements. Table VII summarizes the
results. The results from the alternate methods are quite similar, though the methods are
highly correlated.

1.

Fit without JES constraint

In the primary fit, the JES measurement is treated as an update to the extrinsic calibration by including the JES Gaussian constraint LJES in the likelihood. Here the LJES
term is removed, so that all the jet energy scale information comes from the in situ cali57

bration to the resonance of the hadronically decaying W boson. The resulting top quark
mass measurement is 174.0 ± 4.5 (stat. + JES) GeV/c2 , and the simultaneous fit for JES
gives −0.25 ± 1.22 (stat.) σc . Although the systematic uncertainties are not explicitly evaluated for this approach, they are not expected to be significantly different from those of the
primary analysis.

2.

Traditional Mtop -only fit

For this alternate result, the traditional fit for a single variable, Mtop , is performed using a
single reconstructed quantity, mreco
. This fit is virtually identical to the analysis performed in
t
Run I [5]. The event selection and mreco
reconstruction are exactly as described earlier. With
t
only one reconstructed quantity and one measured quantity, the template parameterizations
are simpler. Signal and background p.d.f.’s for mreco
are fitted without any JES dependence,
t
but otherwise identical in form to those described above. The form of the likelihood used is
m

jj
also much simpler, since the term Lshape
is absent and Lnev is greatly simplified with only

the sample of events after the χ2 cut used. For each subsample, the likelihood is given by
L = Pois(N ; ns + nb ) ×
N
reco
Y
ns Ps (mreco
t,k ; Mtop ) + nb Pb (mt,k )
ns + nb


(nb − n0b )2
exp −
;
2σn2 b

×

k=1

(VI.1)

where in this context ns , nb , and N refer to the number of events expected and observed in
the sample after the χ2 cut. The combined likelihood is simply the product of the subsample
likelihoods.
The fitted value of the top quark mass using this method is 173.2

+2.9
−2.8

(stat.) GeV/c2 ,

with a central value very close to the result from the primary measurement. For this result,
of course, since the jet energy scale systematic uncertainty is not accounted for in the
likelihood fit, its effect on the top quark mass uncertainty must be estimated separately
and added in quadrature. The negative log-likelihood curves for the Mtop -only fit in each
subsample are shown in Fig. 22. As can be seen in the lower-right panel, the 0-tag subsample
contributes very little to the overall measurement. This is because the fit prefers a small
signal contribution in this sample with no background constraint, which results in very little
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FIG. 22: The negative log-likelihood curves as a function of the top quark mass are shown for the
Mtop -only fit to each subsample in the data. Upper left: 2-tag events; upper right: 1-tag(T) events;
lower left: 1-tag(L) events; lower right: 0-tag events.

sensitivity to Mtop .

3.

Traditional Mtop -only fit with additional tag category

Events with two b tags carry the most information about the top quark mass because of
their high purity and narrow reconstructed mass templates. In this alternate analysis, we
increase the number of events with two b tags by allowing one of the tags to come from the
Jet Probability tagger. We establish a new category of events with exactly one secondary
vertex tag and an additional JPB tag; the former requirement ensures that these events do
not overlap with the 2-tag subsample. The events in this category are then removed from the
1-tag(T) and 1-tag(L) samples so that all the subsamples remain disjoint. Eighteen events
are found in this category in the data sample: 4 out of 18 events were newly categorized
from 1-tag(L) and 14 events from 1-tag(T) in the default configuration.
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FIG. 23: The reconstructed top quark mass distribution for the 18 events with one secondary
vertex tag and one JPB tag, overlaid with the expected distribution from the fit to this subsample.
The inset shows the shape of −∆ log L for the fit to these events as a function of the top quark
mass.

The expected backgrounds in the new event category are estimated to be 0.52±0.26 events
from W bb̄, W c, and W cc̄ processes, 0.15 ± 0.08 events from non-W background, 0.38 ± 0.19
events from mistagged W + jets events, 0.08 ± 0.04 events from single top, and 0.05 ± 0.03
events from the diboson processes W W and W Z. The total number of background events
is thus estimated to be 1.2 ± 0.6 for the new subsample. The background estimates for the
exclusive one-tag subsamples change to account for the reduced acceptances.
The likelihood used to extract the top quark mass from this data is that described above
in Section VI C 2, i.e. using an Mtop -only fit. Figure 23 shows the reconstructed top quark
mass distribution for the events with one secondary vertex tag and one JPB tag, along with
the expected distribution using parameters taken from the fit to only this set of events. The
inset shows the negative log-likelihood curve for this subsample alone. Using only the 18
events in this subsample, the measured top quark mass is 173.3

+6.1
−6.5

(stat.) GeV/c2 .

This result using this data sample can be combined with the other four categories of
events. A sensitivity study shows that the combined likelihood including the new class of
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TABLE VII: The results of alternate fits are summarized. For the cases that do not include the jet
energy scale systematic effect in the likelihood fit result, the independently determined systematic
is given for comparison (see Section VII D for more details).
Method

Mtop fit result

JES fit result

[GeV/c2 ]

[σc ]

+3.7
−3.6

Default

173.5

(stat. + JES)

No JES constr.

174.0 ± 4.5 (stat. + JES)

−0.10

+0.78
−0.80

−0.25 ± 1.22

Mtop -only

173.2

+2.9
−2.8

(stat.) ⊕ 3.1 (JES)

N/A

+ JPB

173.0

+2.9
−2.8

(stat.) ⊕ 3.0 (JES)

N/A

events improves the expected statistical uncertainty by 2.6%. In addition to the statistical improvement, increasing the number of double-tagged events improves the jet energy
systematic uncertainty. The resulting combined top quark mass measurement on the five
subsamples is 173.0

D.

+2.9
−2.8

(stat.) GeV/c2 .

Cross-checks on the results

The measurement of the top quark mass is checked by performing the analysis in various
subsamples and with different jet corrections and background normalization constraints in
order to ensure the robustness of the result. In these cross-checks, we use the traditional
Mtop -only fit described in Section VI C 2 for simplicity.
Figure 24 shows the resulting top quark mass measurement for various modifications to
the method. Any inconsistencies would most likely indicate problems with the detector
or the analysis method. First the measurement using top-specific corrections (the default)
and using generic out-of-cone jet corrections is compared. Next fits using the background
constraints (the default) and without the constraints are shown. For the remaining comparisons, the dataset is divided into two subsamples. First results are shown from two different
run periods, then events with a primary electron vs those with a primary muon, and finally
positive-charge primary leptons vs negative-charge primary leptons. Except in the case of
the generic jet corrections, the default reconstructed mass templates are used. All the results
are consistent with each other and with the primary measurement.
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FIG. 24: Top quark mass measurements using the Mtop -only fit are compared for different assumptions (top-specific corrections (default) vs generic jet out-of-cone corrections, constrained
backgrounds vs unconstrained) and different ways of subdividing the sample (two different run
periods, electrons vs muons, positive-charge leptons vs negative-charge leptons). All results with
only statistical errors are consistent.

A series of top quark mass measurements using different subsamples of the data is shown
in Fig. 25. The primary effects of the increasingly tight selection are, first, to increase the
sample purity and thereby decrease sensitivity to modeling of the background processes; and
second, to select events with low extra jet activity, decreasing sensitivity to modeling of ISR
and FSR. The list of samples used is as follows from top to bottom: all four subsamples
(default, 138 events after χ2 cut); 2-tag, 1-tag(T), and 1-tag(L) only (98 events); 2-tag and
1-tag(T) only (73 events); 2-tag and 1-tag(T) only with any additional jets required to have
ET < 15 GeV (56 events); 2-tag and 1-tag(T) only with any additional jets required to have
ET < 8 GeV (38 events). For the last two cases, top mass templates are prepared with
the additional requirements. Again we find that all results are consistent, indicating that
background kinematics and extra jet activity are reasonably well modeled.
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FIG. 25: Top quark mass measurements using the Mtop -only fit are compared for various samples.
From top to bottom: all four subsamples; 2-tag, 1-tag(T), and 1-tag(L) subsamples; 2-tag and 1tag(T) subsamples only; 2-tag and 1-tag(T) subsamples only, additional jets ET < 15 GeV; 2-tag
and 1-tag(T) subsamples only, additional jets ET < 8 GeV. All results with only statistical errors
are found to be consistent.
E.

Kinematic distributions

We compare various kinematic distributions for the tt̄ signal candidate events with the
Monte Carlo predictions for combined signal and backgrounds. Comparisons of kinematic
distributions tell us how well the Monte Carlo models the data, which is very important
in this kinematic analysis. This information could additionally be used to test whether
the kinematic properties of the top quark we observe are consistent with standard model
predictions. For these distributions, we use only 2-tag and 1-tag(T) events with χ2 < 9 (73
events), in order to increase the signal purity. All kinematic quantities are defined using the
output of the χ2 fitter, so that both jet-quark assignments and the pT of each object are
taken at the minimum χ2 point.
Figure 26 and Fig. 27 show the pT and rapidity distributions of the reconstructed top
quarks, respectively. The data distributions are in agreement with predictions using herwig
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FIG. 26: The pT distribution of the reconstructed top quarks for 73 signal candidate events (2tag and 1-tag(T) subsamples), compared to the prediction from herwig tt̄ signal events (with
generated top quark mass of 172.5 GeV/c2 ) and simulated background events.

tt̄ signal events with top quark mass of 172.5 GeV/c2 and simulated background events.
We also find good agreement in the pT distribution of the b jets from top decays, shown
in Fig. 28. Good modeling of the b-jet spectrum by the Monte Carlo simulation is one of
the most important things for a good determination of the top quark mass. Figure 29 shows
the pT distribution of the reconstructed W bosons.
The pT distribution of the tt̄ system is shown in Fig. 30, which has good agreement
between the data and the prediction from simulated events. This distribution is sensitive
to the modeling of initial state radiation. The distribution of the number of jets from data
events is also compared with the prediction from the Monte Carlo simulation, as shown in
Fig. 31. To be counted in this plot, each jet is required to have ET > 8 GeV and |η| < 2.0;
note that this distribution is sculpted by the selection requirements for the 2-tag and 1tag(T) subsamples. The data and prediction are in good agreement, indicating that the
number of extra jets (from hard initial and final state radiation) is reasonably well modeled
by herwig.
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FIG. 27: The rapidity distribution of the reconstructed top quarks for 73 signal candidate events
(2-tag and 1-tag(T) subsamples), compared to the prediction from herwig tt̄ signal events (with
generated top quark mass of 172.5 GeV/c2 ) and simulated background events.
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FIG. 28: The pT distribution of the reconstructed b jets for 73 signal candidate events (2-tag and
1-tag(T) subsamples), compared to the prediction from herwig tt̄ signal events (with generated
top quark mass of 172.5 GeV/c2 ) and simulated background events.
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FIG. 29: The pT distribution of the reconstructed W bosons for 73 signal candidate events (2tag and 1-tag(T) subsamples), compared to the prediction from herwig tt̄ signal events (with
generated top quark mass of 172.5 GeV/c2 ) and simulated background events.
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FIG. 30: The pT distribution of the reconstructed tt̄ system for 73 signal candidate events (2tag and 1-tag(T) subsamples), compared to the prediction from herwig tt̄ signal events (with
generated top quark mass of 172.5 GeV/c2 ) and simulated background events.
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FIG. 31: The number of jets distribution for 73 signal candidate events (2-tag and 1-tag(T) subsamples), compared to the prediction from herwig tt̄ signal events (with generated top quark mass
of 172.5 GeV/c2 ) and simulated background events.

Jets are required to have ET > 8 GeV and

|η| < 2.0.
VII.

SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES

Systematic uncertainties arise from uncertainties in our understanding of the detector
response, and in the assumptions employed to infer a top quark mass from the observed
data. The magnitudes of such uncertainties are estimated using auxiliary data collected for
this purpose, and large samples of Monte Carlo simulated events that allow us to estimate
the sensitivity of the measurements to reasonable variations in analysis assumptions.
For each source of systematic uncertainty, the relevant quantities or parameters are varied
by ±1σ, and new 178 GeV/c2 tt̄ signal and background Monte Carlo templates are produced
by performing event selection and mass reconstruction on the modified samples. Events for
pseudo-experiments (see Section V C) are taken from these new templates, but the signal
and background p.d.f.’s used in the analysis remain unchanged. The shift in the median
fitted top quark mass for a large ensemble of pseudo-experiments is taken as the systematic
uncertainty associated with a given assumption or effect. When the uncertainty on a given
systematic shift due to the statistics of the Monte Carlo sample is larger than the shift itself,
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that statistical uncertainty is used for the systematic uncertainty.

A.

Systematic Uncertainties Arising from the JES Calibration

The use of the observed W boson mass to constrain the jet energy scale calibration
essentially measures the average energy response of light quark jets arising from the decay
of the colorless W boson. However, the top quark mass also depends on the energy response
to b quark jets. This introduces three possible sources of uncertainty: i) uncertainties
in energy response arising from uncertainties in the decay properties of bottom quarks,
ii) uncertainties arising from the imperfect knowledge of the fragmentation properties of
bottom quarks, and iii) uncertainties in energy response arising from the different color flow
associated with bottom quark jets produced in top quark decay.
We varied the B meson semi-leptonic branching ratios by about 10% of their values, corresponding to their measurement uncertainties [28], in our Monte Carlo models to estimate
the size of this uncertainty in the overall energy scale of the bottom quark jet. We found
that this introduced an additional uncertainty in the bottom quark jet energy scale of 0.4%,
resulting in an uncertainty in the extraction of the top quark mass of 0.4 GeV/c2 . We used
the high-statistics measurements of bottom quark fragmentation observed in Z → bb̄ decays
at the LEP and SLC colliders to constrain the fragmentation models in our Monte Carlo
calculations. We found that this variation introduced an additional top quark mass uncertainty of 0.4 GeV/c2 . In order to test the effects of possible variations in energy response
due to different models of “color flow” in the top quark production and decay, we varied the
parameters of the algorithms used to generate this color flow in both herwig and pythia
and conservatively estimated that this could result in an uncertainty in the bottom quark
jet energy scale of 0.3%. This results in an additional uncertainty in the top quark mass of
0.3 GeV/c2 .
We add these three contributions in quadrature and include an additional 0.6 GeV/c2
systematic uncertainty in the top quark mass arising from the modeling of the bottom quark
jets.
In this analysis, the jet energy scale is assumed to have the same value for all jets in all
events. However, the jet energy systematics have contributions from many sources, and those
component uncertainties in general have different dependence on, for example, jet pT and η,
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or on the event environment. To estimate the uncertainty arising from the assumption of a
monolithic jet energy scale, we produce samples in which the components of the jet energy
systematics are shifted independently and in various combinations. The typical shift in the
top quark mass measurement is 0.5 GeV/c2 , which is taken as the largest part of a “method”
systematic. This systematic includes the offset of 0.07 σ observed in the pull distributions
of Fig. 16, which translates to 0.3 GeV/c2 .
Finally, the effect of the jet energy scale uncertainty on background events must be treated
separately, since it is not included in the background template parameterization. We find
a small uncertainty on Mtop , 0.04 GeV/c2 , which we add linearly to the uncertainty due to
the overall jet energy scale since the effects are correlated.

B.

ISR/FSR/PDF Systematic Errors

The systematic uncertainties due to initial state radiation, final state radiation, and
parton density functions are summarized in this section.
Extra jets originating from the incoming partons and outgoing partons affect the measurement of Mtop when they are misidentified as jets from the final state partons or change
the kinematics of the final state partons. ISR and FSR are controlled by the same DGLAP
evolution equation that tells us the probability for a parton to branch [30–34]. ISR is studied
using Drell-Yan events in dilepton channels. The advantage of Drell-Yan events is that there
is no FSR, and they are produced by the q q̄ annihilation process, as are most (∼ 85%) tt̄
pairs.
The level of ISR is measured as a function of the Drell-Yan mass scale and shows a logarithmic dependence on the Drell-Yan mass squared, as shown in Fig. 32. By extrapolation,
the ISR effect is then estimated at top pair production energies. Based on this measurement, two ISR systematic Monte Carlo samples (+1σISR and −1σISR ) are produced using
pythia, by varying the value of ΛQCD and scale factor, K to the transverse momentum
scale for ISR showering. The parameters used are ΛQCD (5 flavors) = 292 MeV, K = 0.5 for
+1σISR and ΛQCD (5 flavors) = 73 MeV, K = 2.0 for −1σISR . The corresponding curves of
Drell-Yan dilepton hpT i vs invariant mass squared are shown in Fig. 32. Although ISR is
also sensitive to the choice of parton distribution function (PDF), the PDF uncertainty is
not included as a part of the ISR uncertainty. Because a PDF change affects not only ISR
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FIG. 32: The average pT of the dilepton system, which corresponds to the level of ISR activity,
shows a logarithmic dependence on the dilepton invariant mass Mll2 . The data are compared with
the predictions of pythia 6.2 and of the +1σISR and −1σISR samples.

but also hard scattering kinematics, the PDF uncertainty is treated separately. The largest
top quark mass shift between default pythia and the two ISR samples, 0.4 GeV/c2 , is taken
as the ISR uncertainty.
Since ISR and FSR shower algorithms are the same, the same variations in ΛQCD and
K are used to generate FSR systematic samples by varying a set of parameters specific to
FSR modeling. The largest top quark mass shift between default pythia and the two FSR
samples, 0.6 GeV/c2 , is used as the FSR uncertainty. We examine the effects of higher
order corrections to tt̄ production using mc@nlo [35], a full NLO Monte Carlo. Based on
distributions of the number of jets and the tt̄ pT , we find that NLO effects are covered by
the ISR/FSR systematics.
The calculation of the top quark invariant mass does not depend directly on the choice
of input PDF. However, changing the PDF changes the top quark η and pT distributions
as well as the size of ISR. This results in a change in the jet pT distributions and in the
probability of selecting the correct jets, both of which affect the reconstructed top quark
mass.
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To examine the systematic effect due to PDF uncertainties, 20 pairs of uncertainty sets
based on CTEQ6M are used [36, 37]. These PDFs provide “±1σ” variations for 20 independent eigenvectors, but do not include variation in ΛQCD . In addition, the MRST
group [38] provides PDFs with different assumptions for the value of ΛQCD . The difference
between the measured top quark mass using the MRST72 (ΛQCD =228 MeV) and MRST75
(ΛQCD =300 MeV) PDFs is taken as an uncertainty, as is the difference between leading
order PDFs CTEQ5L and MRST72. Instead of 43 different, fully simulated sets of events,
a single simulated sample is used, and mass templates are generated for the different PDF
sets by weighting events according to the probability of observing their incoming partons
using each PDF set. This technique also removes most of the uncertainty due to limited
Monte Carlo statistics. A symmetrized uncertainty for each of the 20 pairs of CTEQ6 PDFs
(determined by varying one eigenvector at a time) is added in quadrature to get one part
of the PDF uncerainty, 0.20 GeV/c2 . An additional systematic error of 0.22 GeV/c2 comes
from the variation of ΛQCD . This is consistent with the much less precise estimate using fully
simulated samples. Adding a negligible contribution from the CTEQ–MRST difference, the
total PDF uncertainty comes to 0.3 GeV/c2 .
In order to check the sensitivity of the top quark mass measurement to a very different
top quark pT distribution due to a new physics process, we have used a signal Monte Carlo
sample with resonant tt̄ production, where the resonance occurs at 700 GeV/c2 and then
top quarks decay according to the standard model. The measured top quark mass is shifted
by only 1.5 GeV/c2 , demonstrating that this kinematic top mass fitter is nearly insensitive
to the pT of the top quark.

C.

Other Systematic Errors

The remaining sources of systematic uncertainty are described in this section.
The difference in the top quark mass between herwig and pythia samples is 0.2 ±
0.2 GeV/c2 . To be conservative, this difference is taken as another systematic uncertainty,
although the differences in ISR and FSR between the two generators are already taken into
account in the ISR and FSR uncertainties, and fragmentation effects are accounted for in
the jet energy uncertainties.
The largest uncertainty in the shape of the reconstructed mass templates for background
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events is due to the uncertainty in the Q2 scale that is used for the calculation of the hard
scattering and for the shower evolution. Different background shapes are obtained for four
2
2
2
2
different Q2 scales (4MW
, MW
, MW
/4, and MW
+ PT2W ) using alpgen MC samples. An

alpgen W bb̄ + 2 parton Monte Carlo sample is used for the tagged events and a W + 4
parton sample for the 0-tag and mistagged events. Half of the largest difference in top quark
mass from pseudo-experiments using these samples is used as the systematic uncertainty,
0.4 GeV/c2 . Smaller contributions to the background shape uncertainty are estimated by
performing sets of pseudo-experiments in which background events are drawn not from the
combined background template but from templates for one of the individual background
processes, or from the templates derived from QCD-enriched data. Half of the largest
difference observed in these pseudo-experiments is 0.3 GeV/c2 for the different background
processes, and 0.1 GeV/c2 for the different models of the QCD background. Both of these
are taken as additional systematic uncertainties on the top quark mass due to background
shape modeling.
Different b-tagging efficiency in data and simulation can introduce a bias in the top quark
mass measurement. The ETjet dependence of the b tagging in data and simulation agree very
well. But if a slope on the ETjet dependence (consistent at 1 σ with the measurement) is
introduced in the tagging efficiency, the shift in the top quark mass is 0.1 GeV/c2 , which is
taken as a systematic uncertainty.
The analysis can have a systematic bias due to the finite statistics of Monte Carlo samples that are used to obtain the signal and background shape parameterizations. For a
rough estimate of this uncertainty, sets of pseudo-experiments are performed with a series
of fluctuated signal and background templates; in each fluctuated template, each bin is
varied randomly according to Poisson statistics. For each fluctuated template, the median
top quark mass measured by pseudo-experiments is shifted. The typical shift due to these
statistical fluctuations, taken as a systematic uncertainty due to Monte Carlo statistics, is
0.3 GeV/c2 .

D.

Jet Systematic Errors

The systematics on jet energy measurements are described in detail in Section III B. The
primary analysis fits for the jet energy scale, and the error from the likelihood fit includes
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TABLE VIII: The uncertainties on the Mtop -only top quark mass measurement are shown for each
jet energy systematic error. Estimates are obtained for the independent subsamples as well as for
the combined measurement.
Jet energy systematic
∆Mtop (GeV/c2 )
2-tag

1-tag(T)

1-tag(L)

0-tag

Combined

0.6

1.0

0.6

2.7

2.2

Response relative to central
0.6

0.6

Modeling hadron jets (absolute scale)
2.0

2.3

2.0

Modeling out-of-cone energy and underlying event
2.2

2.2

1.9

1.9

2.1

3.4

3.1

Total systematic due to jet energies
3.0

3.2

2.8

a contribution due to these systematics. For the Mtop -only fits, however, this systematic
uncertainty must be estimated independently.
To determine the systematic uncertainty on the top quark mass measurement given the
various sources of uncertainty on the jet energy measurements, the mass shifts for +1σ
and −1σ perturbations in the jet energies are extracted, and a symmetric uncertainty for
each source is defined as half the difference between the two shifts. Table VIII lists the
uncertainties obtained for the Mtop -only measurement. The total systematic uncertainty
in the top quark mass due to jet energy measurements is 3.1 GeV/c2 for the combined
measurement. The corresponding systematic uncertainties for an independent measurement
in each subsample are listed for comparison.

E.

Total Systematic Uncertainty

The systematic uncertainties for the combined fit are listed in Table IX. The total
systematic uncertainty is estimated to be 1.3 GeV/c2 , exclusive of the uncertainty due
to jet energy scale that is included in the likelihood error. Also shown in Table IX are
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TABLE IX: This table summarizes all systematic uncertainties for the combined analysis and two
alternate fits.
Method

Primary

Mtop -only

Mtop -only
+ JPB

∆Mtop

∆JES

∆Mtop

∆Mtop

(GeV/c2 )

(σc )

(GeV/c2 )

(GeV/c2 )

Jet Energy

N/A

N/A

3.1

3.0

b-jet Energy

0.6

0.25

0.6

0.6

Method

0.5

0.02

N/A

N/A

ISR

0.4

0.08

0.4

0.3

FSR

0.6

0.06

0.4

0.6

PDFs

0.3

0.04

0.4

0.4

Generators

0.2

0.15

0.3

0.2

Bkgd Shape

0.5

0.08

0.5

0.5

b tagging

0.1

0.01

0.2

0.3

MC stats

0.3

0.05

0.4

0.4

Total

1.3

0.33

3.3

3.2

the systematic uncertainties on the JES measurement (0.33 σc total), and the systematic
uncertainties on Mtop for the Mtop -only measurement without (3.3 GeV/c2 total) and with
(3.2 GeV/c2 total) JPB tags.

VIII.

CONCLUSION

We have made a new measurement of the top quark mass,
173.5

+3.7
−3.6

(stat. + JES) ± 1.3 (other syst.) GeV/c2
= 173.5

+3.9
−3.8

(VIII.1)

GeV/c2 ,

using a novel technique that utilizes the jet energy scale information provided by the hadronically decaying W boson in the top quark events. This new top quark mass measurement
provides the most precise single measurement on this important physical parameter. We
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have performed a cross-check of this result using a more traditional fit that does not use the
in situ jet energy scale information, and found excellent agreement in the central value of
2
the top quark mass: 173.2 +2.9
−2.8 (stat.) ± 3.3 (syst.) GeV/c . Finally, by adding an algorithm

to increase the number of tagged b jets, we measure: 173.0

+2.9
−2.8

(stat.) ± 3.2 (syst.) GeV/c2 .

This measurement is part of a rich top physics program at CDF. As the luminosity
acquired increases from the current 318 pb−1 to an expected 4000–7000 pb−1 for Run II,
the statistical uncertainty on the top quark mass will improve. Using our technique, the
dominant systematic uncertainty on the measurement, associated with the jet energy scale,
will also be reduced with more data. As we approach total uncertainties of approximately
2.0 GeV/c2 , the uncertainties due to initial and final state radiation, as well as the bottom quark jet energy scale, become comparable to the statistical uncertainties associated
with the top quark mass and jet energy scale measurement. We expect that these other
systematics can also be improved with more work and more data in the relevant control
samples. Additional top quark mass results from CDF are expected in the near future. We
expect that these will continue to provide important inputs into our understanding of the
fundamental fermions and the nature of the electroweak interaction.
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